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Kurzfassung 

Neue Straßenbeleuchtungstechnologien, wie LED oder adaptive Straßenbeleuchtungssys-

teme, haben verschiedenste Vorteile, vor allem in Hinblick auf Energieeinsparung. Zusätzlich 

ist es notwendig die Auswirkungen dieser Technologien auf das Fahrverhalten der Verkehrs-

teilnehmer zu untersuchen. Eine Literaturstudie von Verkehrsuntersuchungen zeigt, dass die 

Beleuchtung vorher unbeleuchteter Straßen einen positiven Effekt auf die Verkehrssicherheit 

hat. Ein umgekehrter Effekt ist bei der Verringerung der Lichtmenge festzustellen. Diese 

Untersuchungen werden in der Regel anhand von Unfallstatistiken durchgeführt. Dadurch ist 

es jedoch nicht möglich Rückschlüsse auf Änderungen im Fahrverhalten von Fahrern zu 

ziehen. Untersuchungen, die sich auf das Fahrverhalten konzentrieren, benötigen eine 

besondere Behandlung und spezielle Indikatoren. Daher werden indirekte Verkehrssicher-

heitsindikatoren, wie zum Beispiel ruckartiges Fahren, Verkehrskonflikt Parameter oder die 

Beziehung von Geschwindigkeit und Verkehrssicherheit vorgestellt. Der individuelle 

Charakter dieser Daten und die komplexe Struktur begrenzen die Größe der Untersuchun-

gen. Um eine praktische Verbindung solcher Indikatoren herzustellen, wird eine Fallstudie 

durchgeführt. Floating Car Daten, die in Wien für Verkehrsinformationen benötigt werden, 

dienen als Grundlage, um Geschwindigkeiten von Taxifahrern an zwei LED Teststrecken zu 

analysieren. Dazu wird eine Vorher-Nachher-Analyse mit Daten von Januar 2011 bis Mai 

2012 durchgeführt. Durch die besseren Lichtverhältnisse des LED Lichtes sind höhere 

Durchschnittsgeschwindigkeiten zu erwarten gewesen. Die Ergebnisse zeigen jedoch, dass 

es entweder überhaupt keine Unterschiede gibt oder eher geringere Geschwindigkeiten 

gewählt werden. Dies kann an den ungünstigen Eigenschaften der Teststecken liegen, was 

die Aussagekraft der Ergebnisse beschränken kann. 

 

Schlagwörter: Straßenbeleuchtung, adaptive, Fahrverhalten, LED, Indikatoren, Verkehrs-

sicherheit 
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Abstract 

While new road lighting technologies, either LED or adaptive road lighting systems, offer a 

wide range of unique potential benefits (mainly in terms of energy savings), it is necessary to 

evaluate the safety impacts of these technologies on road users. The literature survey shows 

that providing light on previous unlit roads has a positive effect on traffic safety. Reducing the 

amount of light has the opposite effect. These studies are usually conducted by using crash 

numbers, which makes it impossible to draw conclusions on changes in driving behaviour. 

Driving behaviour analyses need special approaches and indicators. Therefore indirect 

indicators such as speed and safety relationship, jerky driving and traffic conflict parameters 

are presented. The individual character of such data is difficult to deal with and limits big 

scale analyses. In order to have a practical example of such indicators a case study is 

conducted. Floating car data collected in Vienna is used to analyse travel speeds of taxi 

drivers at two LED test sites. A simple before-after analysis is used with data from January 

2011 to May 2012 in order to examine an expected increase in speed due to a better visual 

performance of LED light. However the results show either no changes at all or a trend in 

speed reduction of 1km/h in average. Unfavourable test site locations might limit the 

significance of the results. 

 

 

Keywords: road lighting, dimming, LED, driving behavior, indirect traffic safety indicators  
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 Introduction 1

Daily traffic on roads is increasing from year to year as well as crashes. The WHO 

estimated in its 2008 annual statistic report that in 2030 fatalities from road traffic crashes 

will be the 5th leading cause of death in the world (WHO, 2008). The latest statistics of 

2010 shows that 1.22 million people died worldwide through road traffic crashes (WHO, 

2010). Most of them died in low and middle-income countries. In Europe 91,616 people 

were killed on roads in 2010. Although the Nordic countries are known for being among the 

safest countries in terms of road safety 1,025 people died in road traffic crashes of which 

278 fatalities were counted to Sweden.  

Especially driving during hours of darkness brings changes in driving behaviour, risk 

exposure and infrastructure requirements. Based on data from the EU project CARE in 

2009, 19,370 fatalities in the EU21 countries occurred during night time hours between 

6am and 8pm (ERSO, 2011). Between hours of darkness from 8pm to 4am o’clock (two 

hours less than 12hours over a year due to twilight conditions) 9,298 people died. This 

means that nearly one third of death through traffic crashes occurs during night hours, 

although just around 20% of the daytime traffic is on the road network (Keck, 1991). 

 

The visibility problem during hours of darkness is caused by the fundamentals of how the 

human eye works. The vision of the human eye is based on contrast. Objects can be 

identified either dark against a light background (e.g. words on a page) or light against a 

dark background (a candle flame in the dark). This dependence on contrast brings huge 

drawbacks in night time driving, especially at lower light levels and when small details need 

to be seen. The contrast to a background comes from the amount of light directed at an 

object which is returned to the eye (CIE, 2007). To overcome this problem roadway lighting 

is installed. The main purpose of roadway lighting is to provide accurate and comfortable 

visibility at night in order to support traffic safety, traffic flow and public security. Studies 

(presented within this thesis) show that providing roadway lighting decreases the numbers 

of traffic crashes. On the one hand the installation of lighting systems saves lives and 

reduces crashes. On the other hand the large amount of wasted energy is a drawback not 

only environmentally but also financially. Within the E-street project 2008 it is estimated 

that the energy consumption for street and highway lighting in Europe (including Russia 

and Turkey) is around 59,76 TWh per year (E-Street, 2008). To reduce this amount of 

energy consumption, new technologies and systems are required. There are mainly two 

approaches to save energy with road lighting: (a) using new types of energy efficient lamps 

(e.g. LED) and (b) dimming the amount of light on roads according to current needs (traffic 

flow, weather, etc.). The LED technology has made a huge development over the last 

decade and has been installed on a lot of roads. Dynamic lighting is designed to take 

advantage of situations where it is possible to dim street lamps without adversely affecting 

those using the area. There exist many studies regarding the energy reduction due to 

these systems but very few studies have investigated the changes in traffic safety 

situations in connection with street lightning. 
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1.1 Thesis aim  

Already performed studies show that using new types of energy efficient lamps or dimming 

the amount of light on roads, lighting systems have a high potential in saving energy and 

reducing maintenance costs. Therefore the tendency of road authorities goes towards 

replacing old street lights although the safety impacts on road users and their behaviour 

have not been carefully evaluated yet. The overall aim of this thesis is to give a survey of 

already conducted studies in the area of road lighting, present methods and indicators to 

investigate future road lighting installations. Since most studies use direct indicators like 

crash rates or night to day time ratio, the focus is on indirect indicators to analyse the 

changes in driving behaviour. Therefor indicators such as speed, traffic conflict technique 

or jerky driving have to be described.  

Furthermore to give a hands-on example how such indicators can be used a small case 

study of speed changes due to LED lamp usage is performed.  

 

1.2 Methodology  

The thesis consists out of three parts:  

1) A state-of-the-art survey of road lighting studies (approaches, results, used indicators)  

2) Suggestions of a framework of methods and indicators (speed, acceleration etc.) for 

safety assessments of new lighting solutions  

3) A small-scale case study which is carried out to analyse speed changes due to LED 

lamp usage (on an already installed new lighting system) 

 

1.3 Limitations 

The thesis gives no recommendation how a road lighting system should be designed in 

order to reduce the energy usage and simultaneously increase traffic safety. Also no 

changes with respect to technical characteristics or functional principles of lighting systems 

are suggested.  

 

1.4 Thesis outline 

The structure of this thesis is divided into 8 chapters which are described briefly in the 
following. 
 

Chapter 1: Introduction  

This part addresses the background of new street lighting technologies such as statistical 

figures and effects. Furthermore thesis aim, methodology, research questions and thesis 

outline are presented. 

 

Chapter 2: Road lighting and its effects 

In order to provide a specialised background of road lighting, the visual performance during 

hours of darkness and road lighting parameters are described. Furthermore the literature 

survey of existing road lighting studies is presented.  
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Chapter 3: Road lighting technologies 

Due to different approaches of how to illuminate roads several road lighting technologies 

are described. A separation on different types of lamps and control approaches is made.  

 

Chapter 4: Implementations worldwide 

This chapter presents several adaptive road lighting solutions already implemented 

worldwide. Also refitting projects from older lamp types to new LED lamps in bigger cities 

are shown. 

 

Chapter 5: Methods to evaluate road lighting  

As there are different approaches to conduct studies in order to evaluate effects of traffic 

safety measures, different methods are described relating to road lighting.  

 

Chapter 6: Indicators for road lighting evaluations 

Advantages and disadvantages of indicators to evaluate road lighting measures are 

elaborated. The main focus is on indirect indicators which make it possible to describe the 

behaviour of drivers.  

 

Chapter 7: Case study – LED test sites Vienna 

A case study to evaluate changes in speed choice of drivers due to new LED lamps is 

presented. The chapter describes the method, data analysis and results of the study. 

 

Chapter 8: Conclusion 

The final conclusion summarises the findings from the literature survey and the case study, 

and gives recommendations for further research. 
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 Road lighting and its effects 2

While driving during hours of darkness the traffic safety decreases and the probability to be 

involved in a crash increases. The following statistical analyses were conducted to 

investigate the occurrence of crashes depending on the time of day. It was not distin-

guished between lit or unlit roads, which means that although over past years high road 

lighting standards have been established the number of fatalities at night time is still 

disproportionally high. Therefore there is a need for action due to new approaches and 

technologies.  

(1) The Federal Highway Administration in the U.S. found that 80% of the vehicle miles 

driven in 1988 were in hours of daylight but more than half of the fatalities occurred 

during night hours (Keck, 1991). 

(2) The Swiss annual statistical report 2012 shows that although the number of crashes 

during daytime hours is much higher than during night time, the night time crashes are 

more severe. Especially the number of pedestrian fatalities is at night 60 to 70% higher 

and has a 212% increase in the kilometre oriented risk factor (bfu, 2012) 

(3) The U.S. pedestrian crash report (Chang, 2008) investigated data from 1997 to 2006 

and found that within the time period from 6 p.m. to 6 a.m. 66% of the pedestrian fatali-

ties occurred. Furthermore the period between 3 a.m. and 6 a.m. has the lowest 

pedestrian deaths but a pedestrian fatality probability which is nearly seven times 

higher than during daylight hours. According to the annual statistics in 2007 still 60% 

of all pedestrian collisions in the U.S. occurred at night time hours (Griswold et al., 

2011). 

(4) A British study (Plainis et al., 2006) uses an indicator for the relationship between one 

fatal collision and 100 collisions based on the British road crash data from 1996 to 

2004. It is shown that the severity of night time crashes is 2 to 3 times higher than 

during daytime. A comparison with statistics from Greece, where injury rates are dra-

matically different, shows nearly the same relationship between night-time and 

daytime crashes.  

Road lighting has great impact on ensuring good visibility conditions in night-time driving. 

Visibility influences a lot of driving tasks, for example how quickly a driver detects and 

interprets visual information on the road or makes decisions and responds to unpredictable 

visual events. The visual performance of the human eye in night-time driving is very 

complex as it consists of several visual elements with many possible influencing factors.  

 

2.1 Visual performance during night time 

The visual system of the human eye is able to adapt to a broad range of light levels, from 

starlight to bright sunlight. Two different types of photoreceptors within the eye transmit 

visual signals to the brain. On the one hand there are the sensitive rods, functioning at 

lower levels of illumination and on the other hand there are the less sensitive cones, 

working at higher levels of illumination. The operating ranges are partially overlapping and 

make it possible the see under changing levels of luminance (Stockman and Sharpe, 

2006). 
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The luminance range is divided into three regions according to which types of photorecep-

tors are working. In the photopic region of light adaption only cones operate and the 

daylight conditions reach from 1.0cd/m² to the extent of the highest illumination levels. The 

eye is able to see detailed colours in this region. As the light level drops the cones become 

less effective and are assisted by the more sensitive rods. The eye is using a mixture of 

cones and rods to see, which results in a much less brightly coloured overall impression 

since the rods can only process black and white images. This range of light adaption, 

within which both rods and cones operate, is called mesopic. With further reduction of light 

the scotopic region of the eye, which adapts to the dark, is reached. Within this region only 

rods operate at luminance levels below 0.1cd/m² (Schiefer et al., 2005; Stork and Mathers, 

2009) 

 

Visibility is a complex system that depends on many different factors and the performance 

can be described by various parameters such as luminance, contrast, glare or uniformity 

which are described below.  

 

Illuminance and luminance 

In order to characterise a light source basic definitions are defined. The luminous flux 

describes the quantity of light which is emitted by a light source. Illuminance is the total 

luminous flux falling on a surface, per unit area. It is a measure of how much the incident 

light illuminates a surface. Luminance describes the amount of light that passes through or 

is emitted from a particular area, and falls within a given solid angle. It indicates how much 

luminous power will be detected by an eye looking at the surface from a particular angle of 

view and is essentially dependent on its reflectance (Zumtobel Staff, 2004). These three 

parameters are shown in Figure 1. 

 

 

Figure 1: Basic definitions of lighting  

Glare 

The phenomenon where visual perception is hampered or even impossible due to 

difficulties in seeing caused by the presence of bright light is called glare. It can be divided 

into three levels of disturbances. First, discomfort glare occurs when light sources in the 

field of view cause disturbing effects and discomfort in vision without reducing the visual 

performance. Secondly disability glare is perceived when one or more glare sources form a 

light veil in the whole field of vision and reduce contrast and visibility of the target. The 

most commonly used notation is Lseq and depends on the age of an observer, angel and 

Luminous flux Illuminance Luminance 
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illuminance. Third dazzle or blinding glare appears when the intensity of the light source 

rises over the upper limit of the sensitivity area of the human visual system (Ylinen et al., 

2011).  

 

Contrast  

The contrast C between a relatively small object with sharp contours and its (immediate) 

background is defined as:                 

Where Lo describes the luminance of the object, Lb the luminance of the background and 

Lseq is the disability glare which reduces the contrast of an object. The contrast is an 

important determining factor for the visibility of objects. Bigger differences in luminance 

levels result in higher contrast and visibility. If the target luminance is close to the 

background luminance, regardless of the brightness level, the visibility is very low. 

 

Colour rendering 

For visual performance and the feeling of comfort and wellbeing it is important that colours 

in the environment and from objects are reproduced naturally. Colour rendering describes 

the effect of a light source on the colour appearance of objects. To provide an objective 

indication of the colour rendering properties of a light source, the general colour rendering 

index R has been introduced. It measures the ability of a light source to reproduce colours 

of objects in comparison with an ideal or natural light source (e.g. daylight). The maximum 

value of R is 100 and decrease with decreasing colour rendering quality. For example 

safety colours should always be recognizable as such and therefore light sources shall 

have colour rendering indices greater than 20 (ISO 8995, 2006).  

 
Uniformity 

Adequate uniformity is necessary for visual performance and visual comfort of road users. 

It is defined by the IEC 845-09-58 as the ratio of the minimum luminance to the average 

luminance on a road section under certain conditions. The higher the value of uniformity 

the closer the gap between maximum and minimum luminance and the higher is the visual 

performance. Uniform lighting allows perceiving the environment continuously and without 

sudden breaks caused by lighting level drops. Low uniformity ratios, frequent changes of 

contrasting high- and low-lit road segments cause enormous eye discomfort, leading to 

stress and tiredness which may often have a negative impact on road safety. 

 

Correlated colour temperature 

The colour temperature is a measure to quantify the colour of a light source. Colour 

appearance describes the ambience that a lamp provides, i.e. how 'warm' or 'cool' the light 

from a lamp feels.  

The correlated colour temperature (CCT) was introduced by the (CIE, 1987) and is defined 

by the temperature of a Planckian "black body" radiator having the same colour appear-

(1) 
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ance as the light source. The unit of the colour temperature is expressed in Kelvin K. The 

colours reach from reddish/orange via yellow and more or less white to blueish white. CCT 

designation for a light source gives a good indication of the lamp's general appearance, but 

does not give information on its specific spectral power distribution. Therefore, two lamps 

may appear to be the same colour, but their effects on object colours can be quite different. 

 

2.2 Sensitivity over the visible spectrum 

In the past it has been generally assumed by a lot of lamp manufacturers and lighting 

practitioners that all luminaires are equal in terms of the visibility they create. A lot of 

studies and experiments show that the sensitivity of the eye is not even over the visible 

spectrum but that it varies with the wavelength of light. This sensitivity also alters between 

photopic and scotopic vision. The international commission on illumination (CIE) introduced 

spectral luminous efficiency functions for each area of light. The defined area reaches from 

360 to 830nm and gets normalized to one at its peak. For photopic vision (defined in 1931), 

the eye has its peak sensitivity at 555 nanometres, which is yellow-green colour. In the 

area of scotopic vision (defined in 1951) the peak sensitivity moves to 505nm which is 

blue-green light, although the eye can mainly distinguish between black and white within 

this area. The mesopic vision peak is somewhere between these two. This is also the 

reason why most people perceive white light brighter at night than yellow light (Stork and 

Mathers, 2009). Figure 2 shows the relative spectral sensitivity function of photopic vision, 

scotopic vision and mesopic vision for a photopic luminance of 0,75cd/m2. 

  

Figure 2: Relative spectral sensitivity functions (Ylinen et al., 2011) 

Most of the studies concerning visual performance (e.g. Y. He, 1997; Lewis, 1998) use 

reaction time of a 'realistic' task to compare visual performance under different types of 

light sources (incandescent, low pressure sodium, high pressure mercury, etc.). The 

studies were conducted at equal adaptation luminances, similar to those found in outdoor 

lighting environments (0.01-10.0cd/m2). In addition it was found that sources which are 

relatively richer in short wavelengths produce shorter and faster reaction times at 

luminance less than 1.0cd/m2. 
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To investigate the effects of light spectrum on foveal (line of sight vision) and peripheral 

(15°/20°) viewing in mesopic road lighting conditions (Ketomäki et al., 2003) made visibility 

tests with experimental road lighting installations. Pedestrian visibility tests were carried out 

at two luminance levels (0.1 and 1.5cd/m2) using high pressure sodium and daylight metal 

halide lamps. The results show that in foveal viewing the light spectrum does not affect 

visibility at either luminance level. Nevertheless, the visual performance at peripheral 

viewing tasks under low luminance levels is higher when lamps with high content in the 

area of blue wavelengths are used. This increase in visual efficiency can be explained due 

to the contribution of rods at lower luminance levels.  

 

In general it can be said that not every light brings the same visual performance. Studies 

show that lamp technologies, which produce white light or have a higher content of the 

area of blue wavelengths, have a better visual performance under hours of darkness than 

conventional yellowish light sources.  

 

2.3 Effects of road lighting on traffic safety  

The following chapter shows studies which investigate the effects of street lighting on traffic 

safety. The first studies on the impact of roadway lighting on traffic crash figures and road 

safety were conducted around 1950, e.g. Seburn (1948) in the U.S. or Tanner and Christie 

(1955) in the UK. Since the energy crisis at the end of the 1960s a lot of effort has been put 

into studies to investigate the relationship between reduction of roadway lighting and traffic 

safety. Therefore numerous studies are available in this area which makes it possible to 

perform meta-analyses.  

The presented studies within this thesis are divided into five categories. First studies which 

show overall effects of providing road lighting regardless of the type of the road are pointed 

out. The other categories cover studies with emphasis on motorways, intersections and 

vulnerable road users. The last category presents results of studies which reduces the 

amount road lighting. A detailed description of all used methods and indicators can be 

found in chapters 5 and 6. 

 

2.3.1 Overall effects 

One of the biggest meta-analyses was conducted within the Handbook of Road Safety 

Measures (Elvik et al., 2009) based on 65 studies to evaluate different effects of street 

lighting. 48 studies in 13 countries were reviewed to evaluate the effects of providing 

lighting on previously unlit roads. The overall results show a reduction of fatal crashes by 

60% and a 15% reduction of injury and damage only crashes due to roadway lighting. A 

closer look indicates that the effect of lighting is greater for pedestrian crashes and for 

crashes in urban junctions than for others, which is partly caused by the larger proportions 

of pedestrian and junction crashes in urban areas compared to rural areas. Despite this 

fact the effect on fatal crashes appears to be greater in rural areas.  
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In 1992 the CIE conducted a meta-analysis of 62 lighting and crash studies from 15 

different countries. 85% of the results allocate street light as a beneficial counter measure, 

whereas just one third of these have statistical significance. Depending on the type of road 

and the used crash classification the results show reductions ranging from 13% to 75%, 

with an overall reduction of 30% (CIE, 1992) 

 

A study of Wanvik (2009a) analysed 762,835 injury crashes and 3,271,343 property 

damage crashes in Dutch road traffic during the period from 1987 to 2006. An odds ratio of 

crash rates was used to estimate the effect of roadway lighting on different road types. In 

total the effect on all roads was -49% on fatal and -46% on injury crashes. Within the study 

it was pointed out that the analyses which investigate the effect of roadway lighting in 

urban areas are difficult to conduct with odd ratio estimations. In the Netherlands nearly all 

urban roads are equipped with light except around 1% which makes it nearly impossible to 

find comparison sights without a lighting installation.  

 

Plainis et al. (2006) investigated the presence of road lighting according to a severity 

indicator derived from the relationship between one fatal to 100 collisions. The results are 

based on the British road crash database from 1996 to 2004 and show that the presence of 

road lighting reduces the severity of injuries by a factor of 3. Also data from Greece 

between 1996 and 2002 was analysed. Despite the fact that they had dramatically different 

injury rates the reduction factor with road lighting was the same.  

 

2.3.2 Motorways 

Bruneau et al. (2001)) used a database of 22,740 crashes on 770km of motorways in 

Quebec. The analysis used night/day crash ratios to compare the safety benefits of two 

alternatives to dark motorways, continuous lighting and interchange lighting alone. It was 

found that continuous lighting reduces the night time crash rate by 33% compared to 

interchange lighting alone and by 49% compared to unlit motorways  

 

As part of an overhaul of various Highway Agency lighting standards the British Transport 

Research Laboratory (TRL) conducted several studies. Road lighting effects were 

analysed in order to estimate a reduction in the number of crashes. Additionally crash 

savings for use in economic appraisals were determined. Data between 1994 and 2004 

containing the number of crashes, severity, road type and street lighting conditions were 

used. The overall results from the conducted studies were that providing motorways and 

dual carriageways with road lighting reduced the number of crashes by 10%. At single 

carriageways a reduction of 12.5% was found (Capita Symonds, 2008) 

 

Wanvik (2009b) analysed 23,600 injury crashes and 153,100 property damage crashes 

between 1987 and 2006 on motorways with a speed limit of 120km/h within a database of 

the Dutch Institute for Road Safety Research (SWOV). It was investigated how the effect of 

road lighting on motorway crashes varies with different weather and road surface 

conditions and type of crashes. The estimated overall effect on Dutch motorways was 49% 
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less injury and property damage crashes. It could be shown that the effect is smaller during 

rainy conditions (−32%) and snowy conditions (−33%) than during fine weather (−54%). 
Within the study also British (2001-2004) and Swedish (2003-2006) data of injury crashes 

was analysed. In Sweden 30% and in Great Britain 31% less injury crashes occurred. 

 

2.3.3 Intersections 

The Centre for Transportation Research and Education at the Iowa State University 

conducted a before-after analyses and a comparative cross-sectional analysis to evaluate 

the effect of street lighting at isolated rural intersections. For the comparative analysis data 

from the Minnesota Department of Transportation (Mn/DOT) of 3,622 intersections (233 lit, 

rest unlit) with 6,729 crashes was used. After the analysis a reduction of 27% in night to 

total crashes ratio could be found. In the before-after study data of 34 intersections with a 

sample size of 64 crashes before and 70 after road lighting was installed, was used. It 

showed a reduction of the night crash frequency by 27%. A 32% reduction was also found 

for the night to total crash ratio and the night crash rate was reduced by 35% in the “after 
period”. The number of injury and fatal crashes decreased by 41%. It was noticed that on 
lighted intersections more crashes happened per intersection than on unlighted intersec-

tions. In addition the average daily entering vehicles (DEV) at lighted intersections were 

almost 70% higher. This may suggest that street lighting was installed as a counter 

measure at intersections with high crash rates and higher volumes (Isebrands, 2004). 

 

Bullough et al. (2012) analysed expected crash frequencies at lit and unlit intersection 

based on a with/without comparison under considerations of several intersection safety 

influencing features. Data from the Federal Highway Administration’s (FHWA, 2012) 

Highway Safety Information System (HSIS) from 1999 to 2002 of crash and roadway 

inventory data was used. A total of 6464 intersections with 22,058 crash samples were 

available. The results show an overall reduction of approximately 12% of night-to-day 

crash ratio when road lighting is present compared to unlit intersections. 

 

2.3.4 Vulnerable road users  

In 1977 a before-after study was conducted by Polus and Katz (1977) in Israel to examine 

the effects of special crosswalk illumination and signing systems. 99 installations were 

studied where no other engineering changes had been made in the after period. In addition 

a comparison was made between a number of these sites and a group of unlit control 

crosswalks, each of which either adjoined the lit crosswalk at the same intersection or was 

nearby on the same street. In total a reduction of 36% of pedestrian crashes could be 

noticed. 

 

The previous mentioned study of based on Dutch crash statistics between 1987 and 2006 

also included safety effects of road lighting on pedestrians and bicycles. The results show 

a 70% reduction in pedestrian injury crashes and 60% in bicycles crashes.  
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Zhou and Hsu (2007) investigated a 32 mile stretch on the U.S. 19 in Pinellas County 

based on the Florida Department of Transportation (FDOT) crash database. In total 199 

pedestrian crashes occurred during a six year period of which 87 crashes happened at 

night and at locations where road lighting was present. According to these crash occur-

rences, the illuminance levels were measured using a handheld light-meter fixed to the top 

of a vehicle. The results show that 50 crashes happened at illuminance levels lower than 

10lx and 27 between 10 and 20lx. This means nearly 60 of those crashes occurred at very 

low lighting conditions whereas all other crashes had much higher levels. It could be 

demonstrated that under low lighting conditions more pedestrian crashes happen.  

 

2.3.5 Reduced road lighting 

The Handbook of Road Safety Measures (Elvik et al., 2009) also presents a meta-analysis 

of 9 studies where the existing roadway lighting was reduced. In most studies, especially 

the old ones, the usual way of reducing the light was to turn off every other lamp (every 

second or third), which means in most cases halving the amount of illumination. Within 

these studies an estimated increase by 17% on injury crashes and 27% on property 

damage only crashes during hours of darkness could be found.  

 

Monsere and Fischer (2008) conducted a study by reducing the amount of light on a  9km 

long section on an interstate highway and compared it with crash data of the Ohio 

Department of Transportation (ODOT). Four test sites were used, two where the light was 

completely turned off and two with just one direction lit. A crash-based analysis of the 

changes in safety performance using an empirical-Bayes observational methodology was 

performed. The study found an increase in reported crashes where the lineal lighting was 

reduced both in total crashes by 29% and in injury night crashes by 39%. 

 

Jackett and Frith (2012) compared average luminance levels at road segments and 

intersections with high numbers of crashes in New Zealand. Therefore a relation method-

ology is used where values from the CIE light technical parameters are measured at road 

segments with existing lighting and the results are matched with the five year crash history 

of the same road section. These parameters are average luminance, overall uniformity, 

longitudinal uniformity, threshold increment and colour. The study results show a close-

response relationship to average luminance and fit well to a negative exponential curve. 

Roads with higher average luminance have a lower night to day crash ratio. For each 

0.5cd/m² increase in average luminance a 19% reduction of all reported crashes and 33% 

of all midblock crashes can be expected.  

 

The Oregon Department of Transportation (ODOT) reduced roadway lighting on Oregon 

interstate highways in response to a Governor’s directive to conserve power. Yin (2005) 

conducted a simple before-after analyses of crash data from 1996 to 2003 in order to 

quantify the effect of the illumination reduction at various interchanges and lineal highway 

sections between October 2001 and March 2002. Different reduction designs were used 

such as interchange lighting reduction from full lighting design to partial design and 
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mainline illuminations were turned off just in one direction or completely. The results 

indicate that the increase in crashes at the project locations is likely to fall between 

approximately 7% and 22%. 

 

2.3.6 Summary  

A lack of consensus across these studies is noticed which can be related to differences 

among the specific locations studied e.g. roadway geometry or traffic control. Furthermore 

different evaluation methods such as before-after or cross sectional comparisons can have 

varying results. Beyond these differences it is important to include all factors that could 

affect visibility. The impact of lighting on visual performance depends not only on illumi-

nance or luminance but also on the contrast and the size of a hazard. Another factor that 

makes it difficult to assess the relationship between fixed roadway illumination systems 

and traffic safety is that lighting is installed for a variety of reasons (e.g. security, aesthet-

ics). Therefore lighting is usually not the only roadway safety measure that is installed 

when a roadway is designed or improved. 

Several studies mention that it is hard to find appropriate control groups for comparisons 

with lit and unlit intersection or urban roads. Since national regulations and guidelines in 

most countries regulate the implementations of road lighting, the majority of roads within 

urban areas are already lit. Furthermore intersections which have a high crash history 

usually get improved with lighting equipment as a counter measure to increase the traffic 

safety situation. Therefore, although equal traffic volumes and surface characteristics exist, 

a different output of crash figures and study results occur. This leads to bias errors within 

the study and is not easy to handle. This could be a reason why less numbers of studies 

are conducted in the area of urban roads due to the complexity. Contrary more studies are 

available on motorways due to the higher speed and the resulting higher number of sever 

crashes. Information from Dutch road authorities states that the traffic volumes are 

generally higher on lit roads than on unlit roads. This could influence the ratio between the 

numbers of crashes during periods of darkness (Wanvik, 2009b). It could also be noticed 

that the majority of studies use simpler instead of more complex analysis methods which 

will be discussed in chapters 5 and 6.  

It was also noticed that there exist a lot of old studies in the area of road lighting but the 

number of new road lighting studies is negligible. For example in the meta-analyses of 

Elvik (2009) out of 65 studies just 8 studies are from the years 2000 and later. This means 

newer lamp technologies or implementation designs are hardly considered. 

 

Table 1 summarises the presented studies. Each country uses different approaches and 

has different aims for conducting analysis of road lighting. Also the available data sample 

size to analyse the effect of road lighting, influences how these studies are designed. It can 

be noticed that more cross-sectional studies are conducted due to the easier methodical 

structure and the availability of data compared to before- after analyses. The easiest and 

most commonly used indicator of traffic safety is crash numbers. In order to have a relation 

to day time crashes, the indicators of night to day ratios or odds ratios are used. Therefore 

it is possible to compensate changes in the overall traffic situation. Road users, level of 
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severity and type of road depict possibilities to separate the used data and to have more 

detailed results. “All” means no separation is made and all crashes in this category are 
considered. Further indicators which can be used to evaluate the effects of road lighting 

are presented in a lather chapter of this thesis. 

 



 

Study  Country  Aim  Method Sample size Indicator Road us

Elvik et al. (2009)  Worldwide Objective description of 

safety measure effects 

Meta-

analyses 

48 studies Number of 

crashes 

All  

Wanvik (2009a) Netherlands  Effects of road lighting on 

crashes in darkness 

Cross-

sectional 

1987-2006  

763,000 crashes  

Odds ratio All  

Cars 

Pedestria

Bicycles 

Plainis et al. 

(2006) 

U.K., Greece Measure visual reaction 

times under typical low 

visibility conditions 

Before-after, 

yoked comp. 

Annual statistics  

GB 1995-2004 

GR 1995-2001 

Severity 

 (1 fatal/ 100 

collisions) 

All  

Wanvik (2009b) Netherlands  Effect of road lighting 

under different weather. 

conditions 

Cross-

sectional 

23,600 injury crashes 

154,100 prop. dam. 

Odds ratio All  

Sweden  Cross-

sectional 

Injury crashes ann. 

stat. 2003-2006 

Odds ratio All  

U.K.  Cross-

sectional 

Injury crashes ann. 

stat. 2001-2004 

Odds ratio All  

Capita Symonds 

(2008) 

U.K. Identify appropriate crash 

saving figures for 

economic appraisals  

Cross-

sectional 

Annual statistics 

1994-2004 

Night/total 

crash ratio 

All  

Bruneau et al. 

(2001) 

Canada Examine safety aspects 

of motorway lighting and 

its capacity to prevent 

night-time crashes 

 

Cross-

sectional 

22,740 crashes Night/day 

crash ratio 

All  

Table 1: List of studies concerning effects of road lighting on traffic safety  



 

CIE (1992) Worldwide Road lighting as a 

counter measure 

Meta 

analyses  

62 studies Night/day 

crash ratio 

All  

All  

Isebrands (2004) U.S.  Evaluate road lighting 

effects on isolated rural 

intersections 

Cross-

sectional 

6,729 total crashes  

3,622 intersections 

Ratio of night 

to total 

crashes 

All  

Before-after, 

comparison 

group 

 

34 intersections 

64 crashes – before 

70 crashes – after  

Crash 

numbers 
All  

Night crash 

frequency  
All  

Crash rate  All  

Night to total 

crashes ratio 
All  

Night to day 

crashes ratio 
All 

Bullough et al. 

(2013) 

U.S. Quantify the impact of 

lighting on traffic safety 

Cross-

sectional 

 

6,464 intersections 

22,058 crashes 

Night-to-day 

crash ratio 

All  

Green et al. 

(2003) 

U.S. safety benefits 

associated with roadway 

lighting 

 

Before-after  Kentucky’s Collision 
Report 1991-2001  

9 intersections 

Crash 

numbers 

All  

Polus and Katz 

(1977) 

Israel  Examine effect of special 

crosswalk illumination 

Before-after, 

control group 

99 crosswalks/113 

crashes 

39 control /26 

crashes  

 

Crash 

numbers  

Pedestria

Elvik et al. (2009) 

(light reduction)  

Worldwide Effect of reduced road 

lighting (energy saving 

purposes)on number of 

crashes  

Meta-

analyses 

9 studies Crash 

numbers 

All  

Table 1: List of studies concerning effects of road lighting on traffic safety  



 

Yin (2005) U.S. Reduced lighting due 

governance directive, 

determine changes in 

safety 

Before-after, 

simple  

19 motorway 

sections 

4252 crashes 

Crash 

numbers 

All  

Monsere and 

Fischer (2008) 

U.S. Reduce lighting for 

energy saving and its 

effect 

Before-after, 

EB 

94 crashes before / 

95 crashes after 

Crash 

numbers 

All  

40 crashes before / 

45 crashes after 

All  

Jackett and Frith 

(2012) 

New 

Zealand 

Create a exposure–
response relationship of 

lighting parameters  

 

relation 

methodology 

2006 to 2010 

7944 crashes  

Crash 

numbers 

All 

→ +

→ +

 

 

Table 1: List of studies concerning effects of road lighting on traffic safety  
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2.4 Risk compensation due to road lighting 

Risk compensation is usually defined as “behavioural adaptation to a perceived lower risk 
situation, especially when the lower risk is brought about by an crash countermeasure” 
(Oecd, 1990). Despite the fact that roadway lighting has a positive effect on crash rates 

and figures of fatal and severe crashes, it was noticed that drivers adapt their driving 

behaviour after the installation of roadway lighting. The following studies show that due to 

the improved visibility on roads the speed increases and concentration level decreases.  

 

In order to reveal drivers behavioural adaptation to the installation of roadway lighting the 

Institute of Transport Economics in Norway conducted an empirical study in 1994. It took 

place on a 25km section of a main road (E18) in the Southern part of Norway where no 

road lighting was installed before. The speed was recorded 3 weeks before and 4 weeks 

after road lighting was installed by stationary radar measurement. The drivers’ concentra-

tion level was measured in two ways. First, the variability in the lateral position of vehicles 

was investigated by hidden video cameras. It was assumed that a lower variability in lateral 

position leads to a higher driver’s attention. Due to limitations of measuring technology, 

only variations in lateral positions exceeding 13cm on a 200m straight section of the road 

could be measured. Each car which exceeded this minimum of 13cm variation was 

counted. The second approach to measure the concentration level was that the drivers 

were stopped and asked to complete a questionnaire on the spot to get information about 

the perceived concentration on a seven point semantic scale.  

Table 2: Results of ITE study of behavioural adaptation to the installation of roadway lighting 

 

Average speed Observed avg. 

concentration 

index 

Perceived avg. 

concentration 

index 

Straight road 

link [km/h] 

Curved road 

link [km/h] 

Before installa-

tion 
77.8 70.8 0.59 5.0 

After installa-

tion 
81.4 71.3 0.94 4.9 

 

The results from the ITE study are summarised in Table 2 and show an increase in 

average speed due to road lighting on the straight section of about 5% and in the curves of 

1%. The observed concentration index indicates a significant fall in the concentration level 

of drivers when road lighting is installed (Bjoernskau and Fosser, 1996).  

 

Elvik et al. (2009) made an illustrative presentation of the potential effects of crash 

reduction without risk compensation. According to Ketvirtis (1977) the detection distance at 

average night time conditions, with headlamps of vehicles as the only light source, is 

between 50 and 75m. When the road is lit according to the standard required for national 

highways in Norway (lighting intensity of 1-2cd/m²) the detection distance is around 250m. 
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At a driving speed of 78km/h, with 1s reaction time and a friction coefficient of 0.8, the 

stopping distance is about 52m. Road lighting thus provides an increase in the safety 

margin from 75 - 52 = 23m before it was installed to 250 - 52 = 198m after it was installed. 

In other words the engineering effect of road lighting corresponds to a potential decrease in 

crashes in the dark of at least 80%. Since the actual decrease in crashes is around 30% 

(according to the meta-analyses within Elviks book) it indicates that road lighting leads to a 

significant behavioural adaption. Although a reduction is shown, the effect on crashes is 

not completely eliminated. 

 

Another approach to determine the changes in speed is shown by Van Goeverden et al. 

(1998). The impact of road lighting on the capacity of uninterrupted motorway sections was 

investigated. A capacity estimation method was derived from the Fundamental Diagram, 

which describes the relationship between traffic flow, density and speed, and assumes that 

the density at capacity is not affected by illumination. This implies that capacity shifts are 

fully the result of speed changes. In a Dutch before-after case study capacities of the road 

section were estimated for various periods of the day. Capacities during the daytime did 

not differ significantly before and after introduction of lighting. Nevertheless, during night 

time a significant increase in capacity of about 2.5% was found. This implies a risk 

adaption in terms of speed. 

 

One explanation of risk compensation within roadway lighting could be found in the 

perceived speed of the drivers. On one hand reducing luminance levels leads to a 

reduction in perceived speed. On the other hand when the perceived speed decreases, the 

driving speed increases (Pritchard and Hammett, 2012). Therefore it can be said that the 

higher the amount of light on a road the higher the selected travel speed of drivers will be. 

This means that although better visual performance on the road reduces the number of 

crashes, the increase in speed can lead to an increased crash probability and severity. 

Hence a closer look into driving behaviour under different lighting conditions has to be 

made. 
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 Road lighting technologies  3

The technical evolution of street lighting has a long history over centuries. Even the old 

romans illuminated important streets with torches to increase wellbeing and safety. Starting 

from old torches, over gas lamps or bulbs, there exist several different possibilities of how 

to bring light on streets. These possibilities differ in terms of energy efficiency. Another 

main issue of road lighting today is how the luminaires are controlled. Different used 

approaches are described in the following.  

 

3.1 Lamps 

According to estimations of the E-Street project, approximately 70 million streetlight 

luminaries illuminate Europe’s roads with an energy consumption of 59.76 TWh per year. 

There exist numerous different lamp technologies which have been used over the last 

decades. Within this thesis just the four most used lamps in road lighting are briefly 

discussed. Figure 3 shows the main lamp types and their variations.  

 

 

Figure 3: Main categories of lamps (Stork and Mathers, 2009) 

One of the oldest lamp types is the classical incandescent bulb, which technically is 

creating light by means of heat. This form of light production is very ineffective by wasting 

95% of the energy from its heat radiation. Therefore they are not used anymore for road 

lighting. The most common types of lamps belong to the category of gas discharge in the 

form of high intensive discharge lamps (HID). Nearly all HID lamps operate on the principle 

of light being generated from the excitation of atoms of certain metals in a relatively small 

intense electrical discharge between two electrodes, through inert gases such as neon, 
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argon and xenon (Stork and Mathers, 2009). The gas facilitates the arc's initial strike and 

once the arc is started, it heats and evaporates the metal salts forming plasma which 

greatly increases the intensity of light produced by the arc and reduces its power consump-

tion. This effect is also one of the main disadvantages of the usage of adaptive road 

lighting systems as it needs a certain amount of time to start.  

 

3.1.1 Mercury vapour (MV) lamps  

High pressure mercury vapour lamps were among the first HID lamps and have often been 

used in the area of outdoor and road lighting since the 1930s. This lamp can be produced 

very cheaply and has a life span of around three years. Due to the good voltage “tolerance” 
the ballast requirements are not too high and it burns universally with a white light. The 

main disadvantages are the extreme inefficient energy usage, the poor colour rendition and 

that mercury is one of the main components (E-Street, 2008). New EU regulations, starting 

in 2015, prohibit the use of MV (Commission Regulation EC No 245/2009) before then all 

of the lamps have to be exchanged. 

 

3.1.2 High pressure sodium (HPS) lamps 

HPS lamps were introduced in the 1960s. These lamps use a combination of sodium and 

mercury in a discharge through xenon gas at a high pressure. Sodium alone would bring a 

deep orange light. Due to the influence of mercury and xenon the light is more whitish 

orange (Stork and Mathers, 2009). In contrast to MV or MH lamps, which have a relatively 

constant voltage demand the arc tube voltage of HPS lamps increases significantly during 

the operational lifetime. 

 

3.1.3 Metal halide (MH) lamps 

Just after the HPS lamps, MH lamps were introduced in the 1960s. The standard MH lamp 

is similar to mercury vapour lamps. However the major difference is that the metal halide 

arc tube contains various metal halides in addition to mercury. These lamps are capable of 

producing light in a variety of colours dependent on the used metal. For road lighting 

installations white light is used in general.  

The main advantage of MH over MV and HPS lamps is the better spectral power distribu-

tion. As mentioned in the previous chapter the peripheral visibility under low luminance 

levels is better with light sources which have a higher content of blue wavelengths. 

 

3.1.4 Light emitting diode (LED) lamps 

Light emitting diode lamps are semiconductor devices which emit light and therefore 

operate on a completely different principle. Light is emitted when electrons move through a 

semi-conductor. Due to this principle the size and power of these lamps is limited. 

Therefore such lamps usually consist out of modules, which are an assembly of one or 

more discrete LEDs, when used for road lighting. At present, commercially available LEDs 
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produce light of certain specific colours. Nevertheless the white lamp type is the most 

efficient one. It uses light of a blue LED and a yellow phosphor, which converts a part of 

the blue light into yellow light. The result is a bright white light. Depending on the ratio 

between blue and yellow light, different colour temperatures between 2,700K and 11,000K 

can be achieved (Stork and Mathers, 2009). Further, LEDs produce light in a way that can 

be more effectively controlled. This can increase the efficiency of fixtures and allows light 

to be delivered precisely to the areas where and when it is needed. One of the biggest 

advantages of LED is the turn on/ off and dimming characteristic. It is possible to dim LED 

lamps from 0-100% and there is no starting phase (heat up) needed.  

 

 

Figure 4: Spectral power distribution compared with LED, HPS and HM lamps (IDA, 2010a) 

Compared to other commonly used lamp types, the different operation principle of LED 

lamps brings a broader spectral power distribution (see Figure 4). Especially the high 

content of blue light increases the peripheral vision performance.  

 
3.1.5 Summary 

Many institutes and working groups are testing and following the new developments of 

LED lamps. For example, the U.S. Department of Energy has been continuously testing 

lamps since 2006 within the Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy program in terms of 

energy use, colour quality, light output, power factor or distribution of light. Nearly all 

indicators have been constantly increased. Although the LED lamps are not in all areas the 

first choice compared to other conventional lamps, the developments and their advantages 

in parts of their characteristics support the usage for road lighting applications. 
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Table 3: Pros and cons of lamp types  

Lamp Pros Cons 

HPS Economical to operate Expensive to install and re-lamp 

Long to extremely long life up to 

32,000 h 

Voltage control gear required for 

operation  

High efficacy (lumen per watt) Poor colour rendition  

 Time delay before full light output 

 Limited suitable for dimming 

MH Better spectral distribution Expensive to install and re-lamp 

Better colour rendition  Time delay before full light output 

Very economical  Limited suitable for dimming 

High efficacy (lumen per watt) Mostly mercury used  

LED Broader spectral distribution  Expensive lamp cost  

high colour rendition Luminous output  

Dimming characteristic  Production process 

Turn on/off behaviour Thermal management  

Long lifetime Difficult to use common light 

measuring tools due to characteristics 

Very economical   

Control options  

 

Since the increased usage of white light sources (MH and LED) there have been discus-

sions of documented or potential environmental changes due to the shifts in spectral 

energy distribution. It has been shown that white light sources such as LEDs, which 

produce stronger blue emissions, have more negative effects on astronomy, sky glow, 

human health, animal behaviour and circadian rhythms than other types of light (IDA, 

2010b). 

Although the conventional lamps are often seen as “old” and not up to date, there is still a 

lot of research and development put into these technologies. However there is potential for 

improvement as these „old technologies“ still outperform newer ones in for example 
investment costs and long term operation behaviour.  

 

3.2 Control systems  

At the beginning of street lighting, the method of lighting up was mainly a manual 

procedure. The light man lighted up during the sunset, when it was too dark to move safely 

without artificial light and turned them off vice versa (Roads UK, 2013). After the street 

lighting became electrical more automatic methods were introduced. To turn on and off 

light at appropriate times, time controlling relays were used but the main purpose was to 
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turn on the street lights at sunset and to turn them off at sunrise (Dramsvik, 2009). Such 

systems are still used but new approaches have been developed.  

 

3.2.1 Self-control 

A self-controlled system can be triggered by time or photosensitive sensors. Time 

controlled systems have a pre-set time for turning them on and off, whereas photosensitive 

control systems use light sensors to provide a switching signal for every lamp node. It is 

also possible to control the whole city with just one light sensor. For example Vienna uses 

one light sensor placed at the energy service provider Wien Energie. When the illumination 

level decreases below he pre-set value of 50lx for at least 5 minutes the turn on signal is 

triggered. Depending on the electrical load distribution of the electricity network, the public 

street lighting segments are turned on (Wien Energie, 2013). The advantages of such 

control systems are the simple architecture and relatively low costs of equipment, 

installation and maintenance. Nevertheless pre-set turn on/ off time has a poor capability to 

adapt to environmental illumination changes or changes in driving conditions. The 

disadvantage of photosensitive control is vulnerable to dust, rain and snow, which can 

make such control manners inconsistent and inflexible and not useful for adaptive street 

lighting systems. (Zhang et al., 2013)(DMD and Associates Ltd, 2009) 

 

3.2.2 Remote Control and Monitor Systems 

Remote Control and Monitor Systems combine line-control systems such as power cables 

and communication cables in the lighting system with wireless communication. All lamps in 

this type of system are controlled by the lighting control centre through communication in a 

centralized manner.  

 

Power line communication (PLC) 

Since every lamp is wired through the power supply, a cost efficient way to connect the 

existing street lighting system is to communicate via the power lines. Special power line 

protocols with very low overhead costs have been developed from several manufactures in 

the last years. Each lamp contains an electronic chip with a unique address, enabling 

individual control of any lamp via a computer application. Table 6 show a typical Power line 

communication topology consisting of a remote terminal unit which is responsible for 

several branches and the single branches which bundles up to hundreds of individual 

luminaires to one group. 
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Figure 5: Power line communication topology (Maxim Integrated, 2012) 

The range of communication on a power line depends on several factors like branches 

which divide the power of the signal, attenuation, switching power supplies, motors, and 

other power consumers on the line.  

Despite the main advantage of reduced effort during refitting, there exist some other 

advantages of power line communication like avoiding dead spots (as typical with radio 

frequency), no external repeaters needed and no problematic radio emissions are emitted 

(Maxim Integrated, 2012). 

 

Wireless communication 

Normally GPRS is used to communicate with so called segment builders or local control 

systems, which can bundle up to a few thousand lamps over a few kilometres to one 

control point. This allows avoiding addressing every single lamp individually and keeps the 

whole system fast despite the long power line distances and the rather slow propagation 

speed.  

 

Figure 6: Wireless communication topology (Jennic Ltd, 2009) 
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There also exist street lighting systems where the communication between lamps is 

established via wireless communication systems such as WLAN, Zigbee or Bluetooth. Due 

to the short range of wireless communication systems the messages are hopping up and 

down within the network, which makes it possible to send information over tens of km using 

low-cost radio technology (see Figure 6). Furthermore, intelligent lamp posts equipped with 

different sensors are able to handover movement information of road users. The connec-

tion to the data centre looks similar to the PLC as one local controller or gateway connects 

a few hundreds of lamps (Jennic Ltd, 2009) 

 

Adaptive street lighting  

Usually lighting levels of road sections are established by applying different criteria such as 

road classification (i.e. arterial, local and collector), type of pavement, or pedestrian activity 

respectively conflict level. The most common design practice in urban areas is to use the 

highest pedestrian conflict level to calculate the minimum needed lighting level for the 

considered road segment. Once this lighting level is established and installed there usually 

is no adaptive technology available in the hours of darkness (DMD and Associates Ltd, 

2009). As the awareness of lighting pollution and energy consumption has increased, trials 

of adaptive road lighting have been conducted by turning off a fraction of the total number 

of lamps in a lighting network. For example every second or third lamp has been turned off. 

While this approach can save energy the uneven light distribution has an influence on 

traffic safety. Therefore more advanced systems are needed.  

 

Adaptive, dynamic or intelligent street lighting optimizes the lighting and allows adaption to 

changing conditions and current needs. These systems are designed to take advantage of 

situations where it is possible to dim street lamps without adversely affecting those using 

the area. The amount of light varies according to time of day, season, weather conditions, 

amount of traffic, etc., depending on the type of installation (E-Street, 2008). From a 

technical perspective adaptive street lighting systems consist mainly of three parts: 

 

Lighting controller (LC): consists basically a lamp and dimmable ballast in combination 

with a controller for this ballast and it is responsible for switching, dimming and communi-

cation. Further functions are measurement of operational data, monitoring of ballast and 

lamp, maintenance operations or an active communication repeater in the system. 

Segment controller (SC): the luminaires are separated into segments which have a 

central segment control unit. This basic infrastructure part consists of an intelligent 

controller that handles various functions like scheduling, control, data logging or alarm 

handling. Dependent on the used communication technology it serves as gateway to a 

wireless network or switches between wireless and power line communication. The SC 

exchanges important information between the LC and the central management unit.  

Central management system (CMS): controls all segments and merges data coming 

from the road side equipment with external traffic information. It contains the IT interface 
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which enables a centralized control from the lighting operator within a complex network 

with many segments at different locations, from different service providers and communica-

tion systems.  
 

 

Figure 7: General system overview of adaptive street lighting (Echelon, 2006) 

Further system components are light level and traffic sensors (see Figure 7) to adapt to 

current needs of the road users and local monitoring devices which allow improved 

maintenance processes.  

The main advantages of adaptive road lighting systems are the high control accuracy, 

individual luminaire monitoring (failure, real time status and historical performance data), 

high scalability and compatibility with new technologies. Disadvantages are the high 

investment in equipment of centralized controlling and since it is a new technology there 

does not exist many experiences with long term operation. Another concern is how much it 

is allowed to dim the luminance level due to previous calculated levels based on certain 

criteria within lighting guidelines and regulations.  
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 Implementations worldwide 4

In the last decade a lot of effort had been put into new lighting systems and several first 

attempts were made to establish these systems. The following chapter presents already 

existing implementations of adaptive road lighting systems and large scale usage of LED 

lamps on important roads.  

 

4.1 Adaptive road lighting implementation 

North Lancashire M65, U.K.  

One of the first adaptive street lighting systems, which is dependent on traffic flow 

combined with a centralised control unit was installed in 2002 on the motorway M65 in the 

Lancashire County in the UK. An 11km long section of the highway was refitted with new 

lamps and new communication equipment. The system is dynamic dimmable dependent 

on the amount of traffic flow. Therefore traffic flow is continuously monitored and within a 

period of half an hour the lighting level is adjusted to pre-set levels. The lighting level is 

determined by the busiest section of the Motorway and applied to the complete section 

(Collins et al., 2002) 

 

A16 Highway, Netherlands 

On the Dutch highway A16 between the Galder and Klaverpolder junctions, a distance of 

23km was renewed with new lighting technologies and a traffic control centre, which 

monitors and controls all individual light points. The actual traffic situation on the road is 

continuously monitored and the lighting level is then adjusted automatically. Also crashs, 

traffic density and weather conditions can be taking into account. The communication 

network consists out of combined fibre-optics and copper wire Ethernet/IP network 

techniques to facilitate the remote connectivity. In total of 1500 light points with HPS lamps 

were installed (Lonmark, 2008a). 

 

Gothenburg, Sweden 

In April 2007 the city of Gothenburg started to install an intelligent control system for road 

lighting in the districts of Tuveleden and Högsboleden. In total 550 luminaires were refitted 

with controllable ballast. The goal was to enable individual control and to monitor each 

streetlight in order to detect lamp failures. This possibility allows lamp replacements and 

repairs to be completed in real-time, without affecting the safety of drivers and residents. 

Groups of lamps can be accessed and configured to different set-up modes for dimming 

and switching on or off. The main results after a six months period were a reduction of 

energy consumption by 74%, an extended lamp lifetime as a result of their dimming and 

reduced maintenance costs for the city (Lonmark, 2008b). 
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Oslo, Norway 

In 2006 the city of Oslo started to replace older and inefficient mechanical ballasts in the 

city's 55,000 street lights with electronic ballasts, which are able to communicate via power 

line communication. To manage the street lights 1,000 segment controllers will be installed 

which communicate with the monitoring centre of City of Oslo via a wireless data network. 

Data of seasonal, local weather and traffic density is used to automatically dim some or all 

of the street lights. In 2012, 9,000 light poles have been renewed and additionally a large 

scale implementation of a control network was installed using a power line technology in 

the ballasts (Echelon, 2006). 

 

Bruck an der Mur, Austria 

In Bruck an der Mur, a small city (around 13,000 inhabitants) in the middle of Austria, two 

roads within a residential area were selected for a pilot project for adaptive street lighting. 

In November 2012 LED lamps were installed. Each lamp is equipped with sensors to 

detect road users. When nobody uses the street, the lamps are dimmed to a level of 20%. 

If someone is detected, the light level is increases to 100% and holds it between 15 and 30 

seconds until it gets dimmed again to 20%. (Lixtec, 2012) 

 

Zürs, Austria 

Zürs is a small ski resort in the western region in the Alps of Austria. In 2008 100 street 

lights were retrofitted with a new control system. One of the main goals was to be able to 

recompense the hoteliers and owners of commercial buildings for powering the street lights 

from their premises since the village consists primarily out of tourist buildings. Due to the 

centralized management and monitoring systems, accurate power consumption figures are 

provided. Furthermore a way to manage very specific street lighting requirements during 

the busy tourist season e.g. tourist events over the winter and a different approach during 

the quieter summer months was needed (Leafnut, 2013).  

 

4.2 LED implementations 

Los Angeles, U.S. 

In the city of Los Angeles in total over 242,000 luminaires light up the streets with a total 

energy consumption of 190 GWh/year. To maintain the lighting network, 70,000 streetlights 

have to be repaired every year. In February 2009 the city started a project with the goal of 

replacing 140,000 lamps with the newest LED technology within 4 years. Every six month 

new LED fixtures were tested with specific requirements. Just those which passed these 

tests were further considered and installed. The LED fixtures were mostly installed on 

residential and local streets. In June 2013, in total 141,089 LED lamps were replaced with 

overall energy savings of 63%. Additionally to the replacements a remote control system 

was implemented and a wireless communication system was installed to allow a connec-
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tion to the automated maintenance system. In the future it can be used for adaptive control 

and dimming (City of L.A., 2013). 

 

Pittsburgh, U.S. 

After the first pilot study in 2008 Pittsburgh investigated a change of its 40,000 street 

lamps. In December 2010, the City engaged the Remaking Cities Institute (RCI) of 

Carnegie Mellon University (CMU) to undertake a proof of concept research project to 

investigate best practices of LED conversation. Further research has been conducted and 

the plan is to refit all 40,000 street lamps with new LED lamps in the next 5 to 10 years. In 

winter 2012 the first LED lamps were installed (Remaking Cities Institute, Pittsburgh 

Pennsylvania, 2011).  

 

Sydney, Australia 

In 2012 a retrofitting project was started in Sydney to change 6,450 older street and park 

lights with new LED lamps until 2015. Previous to this project an 18 month trial period with 

a public survey was conducted at several places within the city. It is estimated that the 

retrofit will bring savings of nearly 560,000€ per year in electricity bills and maintenance 

costs. Furthermore it is estimated that the new LED lights will cut gas emissions by 40%, 

which corresponds to 2,581 tonnes per year (GE Lighting, 2012).  

 

Vienna, Austria 

In 2012 the city of Vienna started to replace 1,200 old mercury-vapour lamps with new LED 

lamps along the Danube River. The area around the Danube is a recreational area, where 

a lot of cycling and walking tracks are lit during the night. Due to a new financing model 

(“amortisation contracting”) it is also possible for cities with a tight budget to fund new 
construction projects. In this case at the beginning of the project the investments were 

financed by the contractor (Philips) and afterwards refinanced through the energy savings 

achieved with the operation of the lights. Therefore no additional costs occurred for the city 

of Vienna (City of Vienna, 2012). 

 

4.3 Summary 

It could be noticed that a lot of countries and cities are refitting existing road lighting 

fixtures with LED lamps. Since the LED technology has been improved over the last years 

and the lamps are becoming financially more attractive, authorities believe in these lamps. 

Especially in bigger cities of the U.S. (e.g. L.A., Pittsburgh or Seattle) a lot of existing 

lamps gets refit with the new LED technolog. Besides the fact that LED implementations 

reduce the energy consumption, another reason of the high effort in the U.S. might be the 

reduction of crime. Results of the biggest conversation program in Los Angeles show a 

reduction of 11% (City of L.A., 2013) in crime occurrences due to increased night time 

visibility.  
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A lot of companies try to be part of this change in technology, which makes it hard to 

choose one of them. There are numerous solutions of LED lamps and adaptive lighting 

systems with different characteristics, which are mostly not compatible with each other. All 

of the manufacturers promise high quality and huge cost savings with their product. 

However there is still a lack of long terms experiences. Due to this and to the rapidly 

developing products, the refitting processes still have an experimental character. Especial-

ly the high installation costs at the beginning, in times of economic crisis, and the other 

influencing factors hamper big scale implementations. Furthermore the lack of trust in a 

failsafe technology keeps restraints in minds. Especially the responsibility question will be 

a problem, if a real failure due to the new technology happens for example at a pedestrian 

crossing with fatal consequences. This liability issue might also hamper the introduction of 

adaptive lighting systems.  
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 Methods to evaluate road lighting  5

The goal of evaluation of road safety measures is to estimate the effectiveness of safety 

improvements. Therefore it is important to conduct performance analyses before and after 

a change is made. To determine the effectiveness the change of a performance measure 

is compared to what would have been expected if the road safety improvements had not 

been implemented. One of the biggest challenges is the estimation of the change without a 

treatment. It is especially difficult because all other road and traffic factors do not remain 

equal, for example crash rates can vary significantly from year to year. It is also not always 

possible to collect sufficient data before and after the implementation. Therefore different 

types of analysis methods are available to overcome this problem.  

 

5.1 Before-after studies 

Such studies use data collected over years before and after the treatment was implement-

ed. The most common approach is an observational before-after study to evaluate the 

safety effectiveness of a certain treatment on a road section. The word observational 

means that comparisons of observed data gathered before and after the improvements at 

a specific site are made. In order to get a precise estimation of the effects of the treatment, 

a prediction has to be made. This prediction should show the future situation without a 

change. For prediction, different methods can be applied which have a huge impact on the 

study results.  

 

a) Simple approach (naive before–after) 

The naive before-after study depicts the simplest form of an observational study. It consist 

out of a comparison of an indicator of the before period with its status in the after period. 

As the name “naive” says, the prediction of the situation without a treatment is a simple 

assumption. It is assumed that the indicator in the after period is the same as in the before-

period. This means no other factors are considered which might have changed and 

influenced the safety situation. As a result such naive before-after studies cannot 

distinguish between what is caused by the treatment and what by other changing factors.  
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Figure 8: Simple before-after evaluation (FHWA, 2012) 

Figure 8 shows the general approach of such studies. The y-axis represents the value of 

the performance measure (e.g. number of crashes, number of fatalities) and the x-axis 

represents the time increment of the performance measure data (e.g. monthly, annually). 

The vertical line between before and after measurements depicts the implementation 

period which can range from instantaneous (e.g. where the change may be a law coming 

into effect), to more than a year (e.g. where a period is required for construction and 

adjustment of traffic). (FHWA, 2012) 

 

b) Improved before-after studies 

To increase the transparency of studies, other causal factors which can change have to be 

considered. Hauer (1997) divided the causal factors into two groups. The first group 

depicts those factors which are recognizable, measureable and which are understood and 

describable through a model. Out of these models correction factors can be calculated 

which bring the predicted scenario closer to reality. The second group contains those 

factors which are presently unrecognized as affecting safety, are recognized but cannot be 

measured or those which are recognized and can be measured but are not describable by 

a model. These influences of causal factors need to be included in the study with 

comparison groups or time lines.  

The main idea of using a comparison group is to find a group of entities which consists out 

of untreated sites comparable in traffic volume, geometrics, and other site characteristics to 

the treated sites. Crash and traffic volume data have to be collected for the same time 

period for both, the treated sites and the comparison sites. It is assumed, that the safety 

situation from the before to the after-period of the treated group would have changed the 

same way as at the comparison group.  
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Figure 9: Observational before-after study using comparison groups (FHWA, 2012) 

When conducting studies with a comparison group it is essential to find valid ones. In 

addition there should be consistency in the rate of change in crashes from year to year 

between the treatment sites and the comparison group. The change at the comparison site 

is created by using average values for the before and the after period.  

Another approach with comparison groups is the yoked comparison. A group of similar 

sites is selected, so that there is a one-to-one correspondence between each member of 

the comparison group and the treatment group. In the end the results of these pairs are 

summarized (FHWA, 2012).  

 

c) Empirical-Bayes (EB) method 

In terms of observational before-after studies the use of the EB approach is the state-of-

the-art evaluation procedure. It was pioneered by Ezra Hauer in 1997 and addresses the 

regression to the mean phenomena (RTM) and considers changes of causal factors. The 

main advantage of this approach is to combine two separate pieces of information to 

estimate the safety of a certain entity: the recorded crash history and the crash frequency 

at similar entities. To calculate a site’s expected crash frequency ‘E’ a weight average is 

implemented                                             岫        岻                                  

The ‘crash frequency expected at similar entities’ is determined by the Safety Performance 
Function (SPF). The SPF is a mathematical model that predicts an estimate of crash 

occurrence for a given roadway segment. It links the expected crash frequency on the 

roadway to measurable road characteristics e.g. AADT (annual average daily traffic), 

(2) 
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number of lanes or length of road segment. A SPF is determined by the data collected in 

the period before the treatment on the road segment. Each type of roadway has a different 

SPF to predict the expected number of crashes. The used weight factor is a function of the 

SPF overdispersion parameter  , Number of years in the evaluation period Y and the 

average number of crashes per mile or km-year on similar entities µ (determined from 

SPF).  
                 
 

Since the SPF is usually described by a poisson or binomial regression model the 

overdispersion factor occur when data appears more dispersed than it is expected under 

these models. Therefore one can say the reliability of the data affects the “weight”. The 

more reliable the data is the more weight will be attributed to the actual data; conversely, 

the less reliable the data is, the more the weight will be attributed to the average. Even 

though the EB approach produces results that are substantially different and closer to the 

reality than those produced by more ordinary methods, there exist two disadvantages. 

Firstly the EB approach has a relatively complex methodology and requires analysts with 

considerable training and experience. Secondly the data needed for this approach can be 

very extensive. This demand of personnel and financial resources can create barriers for 

authorities or institutes to conduct such studies (Persaud and Lyon, 2007).  

 

d) Experimental before-after studies 

Another group of before-after analyses are experimental studies. In these studies 

comparable sites are randomly assigned to a treatment or non-treatment group in respect 

to traffic volume and geometric features. Researchers can intentionally design an 

experiment or specific scenarios in a desired way in order to answer a certain question. 

Experimental road-safety studies are generally difficult to manage or are avoided because 

it is not acceptable to put people at risk for the purpose of a study (ITE, 2009) 

 

5.2 “After” studies 

When authorities decide to conduct studies it is not always sure that the right amount of 

data of the before-period is available. Furthermore before-after studies usually last several 

years. This is often not profitable due to the fast changes in technology. Especially in the 

field of LED lighting technology, improved products are available every year. Therefore it is 

necessary to conduct studies which use methods that can be realized in a shorter period of 

time without using historical data of the time long before the treatment.  

 

a) Cross sectional analyses 

Hauer (1997) described cross sectional studies when the safety of one group of entities 

having some common feature (e.g. stop controlled intersection) should be compared to the 

(3) 
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safety of a different group of entities not having that feature (e.g. yield controlled intersec-

tion) at one specific point in time (see Figure 10). Therefore control sites or subjects are 

chosen to be compared to the treated site.  

 

 

Figure 10: Evaluation of cross sectional studies (FHWA, 2012) 

There are two main potential sources of errors when conducting cross sectional studies. 

One source is the distribution of traffic throughout the day, which cannot always be 

identical and the other arises from the tendency to introduce road lighting on roads that 

have a higher-than-average proportion of crashes in darkness (Wanvik, 2009b). Since this 

method uses one specific point in time it is not possible to include trends over time or RTM 

errors.  

 

b) Meta-analysis 

Meta-analysis is the statistical procedure of combining data from multiple studies which 

have already tested the same conceptual hypothesis. The challenge of a meta-analysis is 

to use a procedure that combines the disparate studies in terms of methods, measures, 

type sample, sample size and settings. The best results of such studies are received if the 

treatment effect is consistent from one study to the next. A meta-analysis can be used to 

identify this common effect or if the effect varies from one study to the next the reason for 

the variation can be identified. In order to have a combined outcome, a weighted average 

is calculated from different results. The problem of meta-analyses is that there are not 

always sufficient studies available (Hale and Strube, 2002). 
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5.2.1 Summary  

The overall disadvantages of before-after studies for road lighting are the lack of sites 

where road lighting is the sole improvement. Crash problems normally have different 

causes and therefore several changes are made. This makes it hard to extract just the 

corresponding effects of the individual treatments. Another issue could be to extrapolate 

findings from a few sites to the whole network, especially with required study periods from 

2 years and longer. Furthermore when crashes are used as an indicator the problem arises 

that crashes are random events and consequently have a small sample size. This means 

that the results are unlikely to be statistically significant. In addition the regression to the 

mean issue needs a long study period to deal with it.  

The most difficult part of the presented study methods is to answer the question what 

would have been without the treatment. If all methods were conducted based on the same 

data different results would be the output. Therefore it is important to focus on all parame-

ters such as traffic conditions, weather, long-term trends or other treatments that were 

implemented. 

Comparison group methods have the disadvantage that it is often a problem to find 

adequate sites in order to compare them. Especially non treated sites are very difficult to 

find since treated sites are selected due to their “not normal” characteristics. Therefore a 
lot of compromises have to done to complete such studies.  
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(4) 

 Indicators for road lighting evaluation 6

The traditional way to analyse traffic safety situations is to use historical crash data which 

indicate the effect of traffic safety measures. These indicators have a direct connection to 

the meaning of traffic safety. As mentioned before the disadvantages of crash data are the 

rare occurrences and the associated long study periods to get reliable data. It is also not 

possible to make more detailed analyses in terms of driving behaviour. Additionally in most 

cases not just road lighting is implemented as a traffic safety countermeasure. Therefore 

non-crash based, indirect indicators can deliver more in depth information about the 

situations which lead to crashes and which are connected to traffic safety.  

 

6.1 Direct indicators  

Direct indicators are used to analyse the level of safety of a specific location by its history 

of fatalities, injuries and property damages. The most important source of direct indicators 

is the police crash database and the hospital database. Since each country has different 

definitions in terms of crash, type or severity and uses its own procedure, it is difficult to 

compare and analyse the effects of road safety measures internationally. Nevertheless 

crash data is easy to handle and large scale studies are cheap to conduct. Furthermore 

such crash databases are collected over the whole country and studies can enclose big 

regional areas. In order to compare the results different indicators can be calculated from 

crash data.   

 

6.1.1 Crash frequency and rate 

These indicators are the most common ones, used within traffic safety studies. Thereby it 

must be distinguished between rate and frequency. A crash frequency depicts the number 

of crashes for a given road segment or intersection over a specified time period. The 

combination of crash frequency and vehicle exposure such as traffic volumes (daily 

entering vehicles DEV) or miles travelled results in the crash rate.  

                                     岫       岻 岫       岻                    
Crash rates can be expressed as "crashes per Million Entering Vehicles" (MEV) for 

intersection locations or as "crashes per Million Vehicle Miles Travelled" (MVMT) for 

roadway segments. This normalized value means a single crash at night is equivalent to a 

certain amount of crashes during the day, when adjusted to traffic exposure (FHWA, 2012). 

 

6.1.2 Severity of crashes  

In most countries the severity of reported crash data is divided into four categories: fatal, 

serious injury, slight injury or property damage only crashes. However, it is difficult to 

collect reliable data on injury crashes since there is no harmonized definition of injury 
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severity. Normally the information on crash severity is determined by the police at the 

crash scene and is rarely checked later with medical records, except when the injured 

person dies in hospital (IRTAD, 2011). Instead of absolute numbers of crashes, also 

normalized indicators can be used such as the number of fatal collisions per 100 collisions 

or per 100km. 

 

6.1.3 Odds ratio 

Odds ratio is used to assess the risk of a particular outcome if a certain treatment is 

present. It is a relative measure of risk, which indicates how much more likely it is that 

someone who is exposed to a treatment understudy will develop the outcome as compared 

to someone who is not exposed (JCN, 2001). In terms of traffic safety the odds ratio is 

based on the number of crashes only and it does not refer to any data regarding the 

distribution of traffic between daylight and darkness. To estimate the effect of road lighting 

on crashes an odds ratio can be calculated as follows: 

 

                                                                                                                                                                                        

 

To analyse the potential differences between lit and unlit roads with respect to the 

distribution of traffic by hour of the day, the odds ratio can be estimated for each hour of 

the day separately. Crashes in daylight and crashes in darkness are taken from the same 

hour of the day (Wanvik, 2009a).  

 

6.2 Indirect indicators  

Although the crash data is most of the time used to characterise the traffic safety situation 

on roads, it is not useful at all to analyse driving behaviour. A person’s crash history does 

not necessarily reflect the quality of his or her driving habits. From the statistical point of 

view, crashes are rare events; even a bad driver can manage to stay crash-free for a 

relatively long period. Another weakness is the reliance on the quality of historical police 

and hospital data where not all crashes are reported, and the reporting level can vary from 

region to region.  

The use of crash records for safety analysis can also be seen as a reactive approach. At 

first a certain number of crashes needs to be recorded before significant results can be 

concluded. Since crashes are rare events, it needs a long time period to collect an 

appropriate data set to work with. Furthermore crash data often lacks detailed information 

on the crash failure mechanisms and the behaviour of the driver. Therefore road safety 

analyses can benefit from analyses which use observable non-crash traffic events, also 

called surrogate measures, instead of the accumulation of crash data. Tarko et al. (2009) 

proposed that surrogate measures should satisfy two requirements in order to be useful in 

(5) 
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the area of transportation safety. First they should be based on an observable non-crash 

event that is physically related in a predictable and reliable way to crashes. Second there 

exists a practical method for converting the non-crash events into a corresponding crash 

frequency or severity. For surrogate measures different indicators can be used. Depending 

on the indicator different data collection methods are applied, which are described in the 

following.  

 

a) Floating Car Data (FCD) 

The idea of using vehicles as “mobile sensors” to acquire accurate traffic flow information 
was already born in the mid-eighties. It is mainly used for travel time estimation or incident 

detection. For a realistic travel time estimation a penetration rate of a few per cent is 

sufficient depending on what level of quality of traffic information is required. The main 
component of such systems are the on board unit (OBU) and a central station. The OBU 

sends within a certain interval (typically 30 sec.) status messages containing a time stamp 

and actual position information via GPRS communication to the central station. Map 

matching and routing algorithms can calculate the travelled route and speed from the 

tracked vehicle. For traffic information services most cities are using the taxi fleet to 

acquire the data since they have already an OBU installed in the vehicle to communicate 

with their taxi control centre. In order to have unbiased speed data the location messages 

just get sent while the taxi is occupied otherwise the empty runs where the driving 

behaviour can be seen as different would influence the image of the actual traffic situa-

tions. The limited information of time stamp and GPS data can be enough for simple traffic 

information services but aiming on detailed analyses of traffic conditions would require 

more data. Beside the vehicle speed, there is a whole range of other operating and sensor 

data available in digital form on the bus systems of modern vehicles. Therefore the BMW 

Group and other industry partners developed an extended floating car data standard 

(XFCD). This standard is able to transmit additional data such as rain sensor, thermome-

ter, hazard warning flashers, sensors for the systems controlling, vehicle dynamics or 

driver assistance systems. Vehicle data in this resolution can provide detailed traffic 

information and warning messages as well as in depth analyses for specific case studies.   

One of the biggest disadvantages of FCD in general is the dependence on GPRS and an 

OBU. Furthermore most OBUs are installed in vehicles of “professional” drivers e.g. taxi, 

busses, trucks. This means for driving behaviour analysis of “normal” people it could have 
an influence on the results.  

 

b) Naturalistic driving  

One of the newest and a widespread research method to observe road users’ every- day 

driving behaviour is naturalistic driving. During the last years a lot of field operational tests 

(FOT) have been conducted in the United States, Asia and Europe (e.g. 100-Car study, 

Safer, EuroFOT). Such observations take place during ordinary every-day driving 

situations, preferably in the own vehicle of the driver which is updated with various 
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instruments. Different sensors collect precise vehicle kinematic data (speed, acceleration/ 

deceleration, direction, and position), driver behaviour and performance (eye, head and 

hand manoeuvres) or external conditions like characteristics of the road, traffic or weather 

situation. Since crash situations are rare and random events it is hard to get real data on 

how drivers behave shortly before a crash. Naturalistic driving studies have a long duration 

which gives an opportunity to study events that are otherwise difficult to observe. The 

biggest advantage of naturalistic driving studies is the continuously recorded high 

resolution data for crashes, near-crashes, and normal driving conditions which allow 

conducting far more sensitive analyses than using other crash data. It is possible to 

generate various traffic safety indicators out of the huge amount of data such as speed 

profiles, safety critical jerks or traffic conflicts. However a disadvantage is that terabytes of 

collected data need a lot of manual work to identify and analyse hazardous situations. 

Furthermore such studies are more expensive compared to other research methods. This 

limits the number of participants and collected data. Therefore these studies are limited to 

single vehicles measured over a long distance driven and on spot analyses are hard to 

realize.  

 

c) Video analyses 

Video analyses are widely used to take a closer look at driving behaviour and conflict 

situations on small road sections. Instead of spot measurements such as loop detectors, 

video based analyses can give information about more complex indicators which are 

constantly changing within the study area. The evaluation of the recorded video material is 

usually done manually which is a time- and resource-demanding work. Also semi-

automation systems require a lot of interaction with the software and are mostly influenced 

by the experience and decisions made by the operator. These drawbacks limit the length of 

observation periods and explain why many research studies with video recording 

involvement rarely use the video films as main data source. In the last years automated 

video analyse tools have been developed. These are getting closer to full automated 

evaluation (e.g. (Ismail et al., 2009) or Smart CCTV Ltd., 2013). Instead of the manual 

interaction of an operator, automated tracking systems can identify road users and extract 

specific indicators. Normally such systems are composed of two levels of modules, a video 

processing module for road-user detection and tracking and interpretation modules for the 

road safety indicators.  

 

Another advantage of video analyses is the high amount of detailed information that can be 

gained. Furthermore recording devices are becoming less expensive, and video cameras 

are often already installed for monitoring purposes. In addition, video data represents a 

permanent record of the analysed traffic events that can be reviewed and validated several 

times (Laureshyn, 2005). 
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As more detailed and often even different data is needed for analysing driving behaviour, it 

is necessary to invest in more complex and more expensive data collection methods. Even 

if road authorities and institutes are collecting statistical data or data to provide traffic 

information services, it is hard to use them for in depth analyses. The request for detail and 

individual data characteristics which are needed for behavioural indicators, limit the 

possibility to use big scale data collection methods. Therefore the appropriate data 

collection method has to be carefully adapted to the needs of the behavioural effect which 

should be measured. 

 

6.2.1 Speed and safety 

An US study of crash causalities shows that vehicles which are “traveling too fast for the 
conditions” accounted for only around 10% of critical crash events, whereas 41% were 
caused by distraction and not paying attention to the road (NHTSA, 2008). Traveling too 

fast for the actual conditions must not necessarily mean exceeding the posted speed limit 

but rather underestimating circumstances while driving. The UK department of transporta-

tion found that exceeding the speed limit was the reason for 3% of the recorded crashes 

(DfT, 2007). Nevertheless speeding is directly linked to the severity of injuries that arises 

from crashes, regardless of whether speed was a reported cause in a crash. 

In the field of traffic safety there are different approaches used to analyse the relationship 

between vehicle speed and the risk of involvement in a crash (Patterson et al., 2000). Four 

main approaches can be found: 

 

a) Comparing speeds of vehicles involved in crashes and control vehicles 

One of the earliest approaches was made by comparing speeds of vehicles involved in a 

crash with speed data of vehicles not involved in a crash under similar circumstances (e.g. 

on the same road). This means data of speed just before the crash, has to be obtained 

mostly by police reports or driver/ witness interviews. Due to the personal estimation such 

studies bring a lot of doubts since those used estimates are likely to be underestimations of 

actual crash speeds (TRB, 1998). 

 

b) Comparing crash rates after changes in mean speed and speed variation  

Another approach to understand and explain the relationship between speed and crash 

risk is to examine crash rates before and after a change in speed limit. One of the most 

appreciated models is based on an empirical work by Nilsson started in the 80s and 

finalized 2004 (Nilsson, 2004) who found that a change in average speed of 1km/h will 

result in a change in crash numbers ranging between 2% for a 120km/h road and 4% for a 

50km/h road. Nilsson also defined a power model to describe this relationship between 

changes in speed and the number of road crashes:  
                            (                       )         (6) 
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The estimation of the relative change in numbers of crashes dependents on the severity of 

crashes (e.g. killed or injured). The higher the severity the higher the exponent is selected, 

in total six values of severity are described. Re-analyses of this approach, like Cameron 

and Elvik (2010), updated the exponent values and extended this power model.  

It was also found that the speed variance within the traffic stream influences the crash 

occurrence. (Fildes and Lee, 1993) presented some studies which tried to analyse this 

phenomenon. Only controversial results could be noticed.  

 

c) The relationship between a driver’s speed and crash history 

Measuring the speeding behaviour of a driver and then examining the driver’s crash history 

(both injury and non-injury crashes) can also show the relationship between speed and 

crash risk. Generally, such analyses indicate that the higher the driver’s speed, the greater 
the likelihood that the driver has already been involved in a previous crash (TRB, 1998). 

 

d) Principles of physics 

One of the simplest approaches to demonstrate the relationship between speed an safety 

is to apply the principles of physics e.g. stopping distance. Stopping distance is affected by 

vehicle speed, and influences whether or not a crash occurs. Two main components are 

contributing to stop a vehicle:  

 the distance travelled by the vehicle during the reaction time of a driver, normally 

the same regardless of speed 

 the distance travelled once the brakes are applied, roughly proportional to the 

square of the pre-braking speed  

Due to the nonlinear behaviour the total stopping distance increases disproportionately 

with vehicle speed.  

 

Another principle of physic is the kinetic energy. According to its fundamental formula  
              岫        岻  
 

it can be explained that the likelihood of an injury in a crash increases exponentially with 

the speed of collision (TRB, 1998). 

 

Differences in speed measurement 

To measure the speed on a road different measurement techniques can be used. Since 

vehicles are traveling with different speeds through a road section the average speed of a 

traffic stream can either be measured as a time mean speed (TMS) where the speed is 

measured at a specific cross section within a certain time period or a space mean speed 

(SMS) where the average speed is measured of all vehicles on a specific road section.  

 

(7) 
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One of the biggest problems in terms of speed profile measurement is how to get 

uninfluenced data. Radar or laser measurement with equipment installed at the roadside 

will influence the drivers speed due to the assumption that a police is enforcing speed 

limits. Furthermore it is just an on the spot measurement and not useful for speed profiles 

of a driver and a detailed driving behaviour analyses. More complex and sophisticated 

measurement systems are needed to get continuous speed profiles.  

 

6.2.2 Traffic conflicts 

Traffic conflict studies can provide measures of traffic safety when crash rates are not 

available. Traffic safety can be studied and evaluated through the identification and 

measurement of safety critical events that have the characteristics of crashes (e.g. braking 

or swerving), but where no crash is actually the result. Research has shown that the 

numbers and severity of such near-crash events have an established statistical relationship 

with crashes, and in some cases can be a better predictor for the expected number of 

crashes than historical crash data (Migletz et al., 1985; Hauer and Garder, 1986).  

 

One of the most accepted conflict technique was developed by Hydén in 1987 and is called 

Swedish Traffic Conflict Technique. He defined a conflict or a safety critical event as: “an 

observable situation in which two or more road users approach each other in time and 

space to such an extent that there is risk of collision if their movements remain un-

changed”. The classification within the technique is depicted in a safety pyramid (see 

Figure 11) where the very top shows the crashes. The "normal" passages are located at 

the bottom. The different levels in the pyramid can be seen as a severity scale and is 

accomplished by deriving the indicators of Time to Accident and Conflict Speed.  

 

Figure 11: Safety pyramid according to Hydén (1987) 

The severity scale according to Hydén (1987) looks as follows:  

 Undisturbed passage: The road users pass independently from each other.  
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 Potential conflict: The road users are closer and have to cross each other’s routes. 
There is a smooth and very early interaction.  

 Slight conflict: A situation where the road users have a collision course and start an 

evasive action. The situation is characterised by being under control and the eva-

sive action is not the type of emergency breaking.  

 Serious conflict: The evasive action starts late and the situation could have easily 

ended up in an crash instead.  

 Accident: The evasive action started too late, or there is no time for an evasive 

action at all - a collision is unavoidable.  

 

Another conflict observation method was developed by the Institute for Road Safety 

Research (SWOV) and the Institute for Perception (TNO) in the Netherlands. The Dutch 

traffic conflict technique is called DOCTOR- Dutch Objective Conflict Technique for 

Operation and Research (Kraay and Van Der Horst, 1988). It includes two indicators “time-

to-collision” (TTC) and “post encroachment time” (PET) to scale the severity of conflicts. 

The seriousness of the conflict has a scale from 1 to 5 varying from a minor conflict to a 

grave one. 

 

In the following indicators from the traffic conflict techniques and additional indicators are 

described.  

 

a) Time to Accident and Conflict Speed  

Time to Accident (TA) and Conflict Speed (CS) descend from the Swedish Conflict 

Technique which was finalized by Hydén in 1987 after nearly 20 years of development in 

different projects at the Lund University. It is one of the most used and partly excepted 

conflict technique in terms of analysis of traffic safety at intersections. The technique 

focuses on situations where two road-users would have collided if neither of them made 

any kind of aversive manoeuvre. The Time to Accident (TA) depicts the time (tenth of 

seconds) from the start of an evasive manoeuvre, until a collision would have occurred if 

the two involved road users had continued with unchanged speed and direction. The 

conflict speed (CS) is the speed of the relevant road users just prior to the evasive 

manoeuvre. Both indicators together determine whether or not a conflict is “serious”. 
Additionally it indicates the level of severity (see Figure 12).  
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Figure 12: Serious vs. non-serious conflicts according to Hyden (1987) 

One disadvantage of this definition is that the collision course exists only if both road users 

keep their speed and direction unchanged. If both road users miss each other arbitrary 

short the TA is not defined. Nevertheless it cannot be seen as a secure traffic situation. 

Another drawback can be seen in the assumption that the intersection is a point for 

simplicity reasons. This strongly influences whether both cars are on a collision course.  

 

b) Time to collision  

The earliest use of time to collision (TTC) is found at Hayward (1972) in order to rate the 

severity of conflicts. TTC is defined as a continuous variable which exists whenever a 

collision course is observed for a pair of road users. It describes the time required for two 

vehicles to collide if they continue their speed and remain on the same path. When a 

collision course exists the TTC-value becomes finite and decreases with time. The critical 

measure used for estimating conflict severity is TTCmin which is recorded during the entire 

conflict event. Generally speaking the lower the TTCmin value the higher the risk of a 

collision. In order to derive a TTC value at a certain moment t two steps are required. First 

it is necessary to detect whether two vehicles are on a collision course and if so, the TTC 

value at moment t has to be calculated in a second step. These two steps depend on the 

used definition for the moving behaviour. For simplification reasons the calculation is based 

on constant speed/acceleration and heading angle which can result in wrong (Van Der 

Horst, 1990). 

 

c) Post Encroachment Time  

To overcome these definition problems the Post Encroachment Time (PET) between two 

road users can be used. The PET is defined as the period of time from the moment when 

the first road user is leaving the conflict area until the second road user reaches it (Figure 
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13). The size of this time gap is proportional to the unsafeness of the observed traffic 

situation.  

 

Figure 13: Graphical illustration of the PET (Van Der Horst, 1990) 

PET values <1 second are experienced as critical, whereas PET values >2 second are 

considered to be normal in interactive situations between cars (Van Der Horst, 1990). 

 

d) Deceleration to Safety Time  

Both previously presented collision time definitions are only determined with unchanged 

speed leading to a collision. It is not considered how intense the speed change has to be to 

prevent the crash. Therefore a deceleration to safety time (DST) was defined, relating to 

the PET, which is the necessary deceleration to reach a pre-defined safety gap. DST0 

depicts the minimum deceleration to avoid a collision. The calculation of DST refers to the 

position of the first road user, when leaving the conflict area. The second road user may 

reach this point not earlier than the first road user leaves it. 

 

e) Extended Time-to-Collision (TET, TIT)  

Minderhoud and Bovy (2001) develop two alternative safety indicators that are based on 

general principles of the TTC concept. The Time Exposed TTC (TET) represents a 

measure of the length of time a TTC-event remains below a designated TTC-threshold.  

 

Figure 14: Time exposed and time integrated TTC indicator by Minderhoud and Bovy (2001) 
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The second indicator, Time Integrated TTC (TIT), is similar to the first one but represents a 

measure of the integral of the TTC-profile during the time it is below the threshold. In 

Figure 14 a graphical representation of these extended TTC indicators is shown. 

 

f) Time to Zebra  

A more specific approach is the pedestrian traffic conflict technique. In order to estimate 

frequency and severity of critical situations between approaching vehicles and pedestrians 

at a pedestrian crossing another variation of TTC was is defined. TTZ is defined as the 

distance to the zebra crossing divided by the speed at any given moment in time. The 

TTZarr value is defined as time left for the car to get to the zebra crossing at the moment a 

pedestrian arrives at the curb. The TTZbrake value shows how much time is left at the 

moment the braking starts and gives an indication of the driver's readiness to stop before 

the zebra crossing (Várhelyi, 1998) 

 

g) Pedestrian Risk Index (PRI)  

The above mentioned indicators have two main weaknesses, first the separation of the 

severity among different conflicts and second the uncertainty to define the beginning of a 

conflict. Therefore a Pedestrian Risk Index (PRI) was proposed by Cafiso et al. (2009). It 

evaluates the potential severity of a pedestrian-vehicle conflict in relation to the severity 

and dangerousness of the actual traffic situation. PRI evaluates the potential risk of 

collisions for each pedestrian crossing the road in the presence of a vehicle. Therefore, 

PRI can be considered as a “specific” risk factor, in order to compare different sites. 
 

Summary  

The traditional way of conducting Traffic conflict analyses was to observe the study 

location and to collect the behavioural data by describing speed changes quantitatively. 

Notes were taken like for example a road user “slows down”, “stops”, “does not alter 

speed”, “yields to another road user” or “drives on red” (Laureshyn et al., 2009). With new 

video based systems it is nowadays easier to extract these specific indicators out of a huge 

dataset.  

Among the presented indicators a lot of different definitions exist for example for intersec-

tion areas, continuation of movement or user characteristics. For the sake of simplicity 

some definitions strongly influence the conflict results. The wide range of definitions makes 

it difficult to compare new results with already conducted studies.  

One disadvantage of these traffic conflict indicators is that there is no reliable connection to 

the severity of conflicts. For example it could be said that lower TTC or PET certainly 

indicate a higher probability of collision, but cannot be directly linked to the severity of 

collision.  
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6.2.3 Jerky driving 

By using a driver behaviour questionnaire Parker et al. (1995) found that higher levels of 

reported violations were associated with greater crash involvement. Whereas types of 

violations are breaking speed limit, ignoring red lights, small headway, illegal races and 

drinking and driving. Such violations imply that if a disturbance in a traffic situation occurs, 

the change in longitudinal or lateral movement of the vehicle will be jerkier. Hence 

jerkiness in driving may be an indication of a more risky driving style and a higher 

probability of crash involvement.  

Near crash situations can be used to get more insight information about the elements and 

factors associated with successful crash avoidance manoeuvres. Dingus et al. (2006) 

defined a near crash as “any circumstance that requires a rapid evasive manoeuvre by the 
subject vehicle, or any other vehicle, pedestrian, cyclist, or animal to avoid a crash. A 

rapid, evasive manoeuvre is defined as a steering, braking, accelerating or any combina-

tion of control inputs that approaches the limit of the vehicle capabilities.” This manoeuvers 

can be measured as “jerks” which depict the rate of changes within the used criterion. 
Bagdadi and Várhelyi, (2011) define risky driving style in terms of jerkiness as the amount 

of critical jerks a driver causes while driving. Whereas “jerks” represent the rate of change 
of acceleration and are described as the third derivative (ISO 2041, 1990) . 

 

a) Longitudinal/Lateral jerks 

The principles of longitudinal movements are based on acceleration and deceleration. The 

most used conflict avoidance manoeuvre is braking. During a normal day numerous 

braking events are performed by a driver, from soft engine braking to controlled powerful 

braking e.g. in front of red lights. In critical braking actions the braking event can be 

distinguished through a higher deceleration value. Therefore it is crucial to have a sensitive 

measurement system in order to have an accurate separation of breaking actions and to 

avoid false detections.  

A study of (Nygård, 1999) about acceleration profiles in everyday driving shows that most 

of the average braking acceleration values account for -3.1 m/s2 and average jerks for -3.6 

m/s³. Several other studies like Wåhlberg (2000) have shown similar results. Using only 

deceleration rates as indicators to separate normal braking from braking in conflict 

situations is insufficient and needs further complementary indicators. One possibility to 

detect safety critical driving behaviour is by studying fluctuations in the deceleration 

profiles, shown by Hyden (1987) and (Nygård, 1999). They found that there are significant 

differences at the beginning and end of a jerk representing normal braking compared to 

braking in conflict situations. The lowest jerk rates during normal braking accounted for -8.0 

m/s3, while conflict situations showed rates ranging from -9.9 m/s3 down to -12.6 m/s3.  

 

Lateral jerks are vehicle accelerations in lateral position which are caused by sudden 

steering wheel movements. Compared to longitudinal jerks it is easier to differentiate 
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between normal steering and evasive lateral jerks behaviour since an everyday driving 

profile has smooth steering movements.  

 

Bagdadi and Várhelyi (2011) used naturalistic driving data from 166 private cars to 

investigate the relationship between jerkiness in driving in terms of amount of jerks and a 

driver’s crash involvement. A comparison is made between the number of critical jerks 

found in the naturalistic driving data and the self-reported crashes which were collected 

through a questionnaire. The results show that the expected number of crashes for a driver 

increases with the number of critical jerks caused by the driver.  

 

b) Body jerks 

Instead of just analysing the deceleration profile, which has often a high false rate, it is also 

possible to use video material to see if a near crash situation happened. At instantaneous 

occurrences the reaction movements can be seen on the whole body, especially in the 

case of sudden steering manoeuvres. Therefore it is assumed that there is a relationship 

between driver motion and safety critical events. (González, 2011) identified in his work 

driver’s reactions as a sudden motion of the driver’s torso that can be quantified by given 
changes in pixel intensities. Data from the euroFOT project was used where 100 Volvo 

cars were driven for a year in Gothenburg. Besides vehicle kinematic data, video images 

and eye movement data was collected. The video footage which filmed the driver from the 

rear mirror was analysed in terms of jerks of intensity values at each pixel location over 

time. This value indicated how sudden these changes were.  

 

Figure 15: STD grayscale image of jerk values (González, 2011) 

The standard deviation (STD) was used to get the intensity of pixel changes. The wider the 

variance in a normal distribution of jerk values, the more different they had been over time. 

These values were transferred into a grayscale image, where the highest changes in 

accelerations were represented as whiter areas. Figure 15 shows pictures taken immedi-

ately before a safety critical event with a camera positioned at the rear-view mirror. Further 

graphical filters and image processing applications (silhouette detection, optical flow, 
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harmonic mean criterion, etc.) were applied to distinguish between normal driving 

manoeuvres and near crash situations. It could be shown that this approach had a higher 

accuracy of positive detections of near crash situations than analyses with kinematics data 

of vehicles.  

 

Summary  

The biggest issue when using jerky driving indicators is to distinguish between normal 

driving manoeuvres and manoeuvres which are taken to prevent a crash. Even though it is 

important to have a sufficiently high success rate of detecting critical situations, it is also 

important to reduce the false rate as much as possible. In order to have a high accuracy of 

critical situations a combination of several criteria has to be used.  

 

6.2.4 Indicators of visibility  

The night driving behaviour is highly dependent on the amount of light and the visual 

performance on the street. Since the visual performance of the human eye and the 

subjective perception of vision vary from person to person it is difficult to define and 

measure specific indicators. Especially conducting studies concerning visual issues in the 

area of traffic safety often needs research skills and background from medical side. Even 

though a few indicators can be described. 

 

a) Glare 

In the history of measuring discomfort glare several approaches were used. Two methods 

were generally accepted: the single label method and the multi-label scale. The single label 

method tries to find the borderline between comfort and discomfort (BCD) glare. During 

experiments a person has to adjust a glare source until the critical value is reached. One of 

the big disadvantages is that a light source must be available which can be manipulated by 

the experimental participant itself. Therefore multi-label scales are designed where 

experiment participants have to look in the direction of the light source and have to scale 

how annoying it is. Several scales were created but one of the most used scales is from De 

Boer, designed in 1967 (see Figure 16).  
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Figure 16: De Boer scale (1967) for discomfort glare (LM, 2012) 

The scale consists out of 9 points where the odd numbers are characterized by de-

scriptors. The lowest number has the highest discomfort glare and the least discomfort 

glare the highest value. Over the years the descriptors have been slightly modified several 

times (Gellatly and Weintraub, 1990). 
 

In contrast to discomfort glare the indicator of disability glare, which is produced by a 

lighting system, can be directly measured. This indicator is called Threshold Increment (TI) 

and is expressed as a required percentage increase in contrast in order to see an object 

and its background equally well (threshold of visibility) in comparison with a source of glare 

present and in the absence of glare. Several guidelines and standards use different 

formulas but in general it can be said that higher values of TI correspond to a greater 

disability glare (CIE, 2003). 

 

b) Ocular stress level  

Another approach to measure the comfort of light is the indicator of ocular stress. It 

describes the muscle activity around the eye. This can be measured by an ocular stress 

monitor (OSM), which converts muscle activity into electrical signals (EMG). The muscle 

reacts together with the pupil to changes in the light level falling in the eye, to ensure that 

the amount of light entering the eye is as constant as possible. The measurement 

technique was used to analyse the new adaptive lighting system at the highway M6 in 

North Lancashire. Measurements of ocular stress were made with the OSM over the same 

stretch of road, with the lighting set at three different levels of 100%, 70% and 50%. 
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Table 4: Ocular stress measurements under different lighting levels (Collins et al., 2002) 

Light level [%] EMG Difference 

(traveling – resting) 

Reduction [%] 

100 5.11  

70 4.38 -14 

50 3.96 -23 

100 (visor down) 1.36 -73 

 

The OSM showed the differences in EMG between the resting state of the muscles and the 

measurement during each section. According to the results (see Table 4) a reduction of 

30% in the lighting level caused a reduction of 14% in the EMG value and ocular stress.  A 

reduction of 50% in lighting level led to a reduction of 23% in the EMG. Driver comfort is 

therefore improved with each reduction of lighting level. Unfortunately the effect on traffic 

safety (e.g. crash rates) was not measured and compared with the comfort level. A further 

interesting question would be how discomfort glare caused by an oncoming car’s 
headlights changes during reduced street lighting (Collins et al., 2002). 

 

c) Small target visibility  

The visibility level (VL), a quality index in road lighting design, also serves as assessment 

of automotive lighting performance. Unlike illuminance levels, the VL provides a link 

between lighting design and driving performance. The reference performance of the VL is 

the detection of a small uniform target, standing on a uniform background (the road 

surface). Small target visibility (STV) is defined within the ISNA RP-8-00 as a criteria of 

quality. STV is a visibility metric, which is used to determine the VL of an array of targets 

on the roadway for one direction of flow and considers the following factors: 

 luminance of the targets  

 luminance of the immediate background 

 adaptation level of the adjacent surroundings 

 disability glare  

The weighted average of the visibility levels of these targets results in the STV. The VL for 

a target at a point for one viewing position and direction is the amount above the visibility 

threshold seen by the observer and is depict as a ratio without units. 

 

Brémond et al. (2013) conducted a field experiment in order to investigate target detection 

performances and to compare driver and passenger conditions. 34 people took part in the 

experiment which tested 16 different target VLs. In the experiment design the participants 

had to press a button as soon as they detected the target stimulus placed on the lighted 

experimental section in both driver and passenger conditions. The results show that the 

performances (detection distances) of the passengers were higher than the performances 

of the drivers. It can be said that it is more difficult for a person to detect targets when he or 
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she is driving than when he or she is a passenger, even with a very low demanding driving 

task (no traffic, straight lane). Furthermore, the higher the VL, the higher the detection 

distances. The study also notes that the STV is limited to foveal vision, the task load, and 

the background complexity and dynamic. Further work would allow more components to be 

included in a modified VL model.  

 

d) Relative visual performance 

The Relative Visual Performance (RVP) model developed by Rea and Ouellette (1991) 

provides a method for determining the speed and accuracy with which visual information 

can be processed. In order to calculate this indicator several relevant parameters are 

needed: 

 The size of the target 

 The luminance of the background surrounding the target 

 The luminance contrast between the target and its background 

 The age of the observer 

The RVP model is an attempt to represent the efficiency of visual processing, and is, in 

principle, independent of the nature of the visual task. RVP values range from 0 at 

’readability threshold’ to 1 which corresponds to an arbitrary minimum time computed from 
data obtained in the numerical verification task experiment by Rea (1986).  

 

Figure 17: Three-dimensional representation of RVP (Rea, 1986) 

Figure 17 shows that above contrast threshold and at a given background luminance, RVP 

improves rapidly as target contrast increases, until a point where RVP begins to saturate. 

Further increases in task contrast in this area have little effect. As background luminance 

increases, contrast threshold is reduced and RVP saturates at a higher level. 
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Summary  

The main advantage of direct indicators is the easy data collection due to police and 

hospital databases. Different definitions and approaches of guidelines and regulations 

among countries make it difficult to compare gained data internationally. Additionally 

administrative errors and undetected cases bring huge issues of comparability. However 

since direct indicators are the common way to conduct traffic safety analyses, a lot of 

studies are available and can be used as reference.  

The drawback of using police and hospital data is the poor level of detail concerning the 

behaviour prior to the crash. Furthermore the random characteristic of crashes needs 

specific consideration and is difficult to treat.  

Therefore indirect indicators can have more significant results and allow in depth analyses 

of behavioural changes. Table 5 lists all presented indirect indicators and the need 

measurements. As the name “indirect” implies, the relationship between the indicators and 
traffic safety is more complex and needs special care. Especially in the data acquisitions 

process the circumstances of the test settings on the road should be considered thoroughly 

to avoid disturbing influences. In road lighting studies were visibility is concerned, often 

expertise from the medical side is appropriate due to the principles of the human body. 

Another issue when analysing behavioural changes is the separation of “normal” behaviour 
from behaviour in safety critical situations. This fine difference of false detections is not 

easy to deal with. However it is necessary in order to get significant results and a real 

relationship between indicator and traffic safety.  

 
 



 

 Surrogate Safety 
Measure 

Indicator Measurements 

Safety and Speed  Speed comparison  Change in mean speed and crash rates  Speed and crash history  Principle of physics 

Discrete data:  On spot measurements (Radar, L Vehicle Re-Identification System
Continuous data:  CCTV-Camera  Floating Car Data (XFCD)  Smart Phone applications 

Traffic Conflict 
Technique 

 Time to accident (TA)  Collision speed (CS)  Time to collision (TTC)  Post encroachment time (PET)  Time to zebra (TTZ)  Deceleration to safety time (DST)  Time exposed TTC (TET) 

 Observer  CCTV-Camera  Video based analyses 
 

Jerky driving  Jerk Rates:  Longitudinal (acceleration/braking)  Lateral (steering) 
 

 Floating Car Data (XFCD) using Naturalistic driving data  Smart Phone applications 
e.g. accelerometer  

Body movements On board cameras 

Visibility measures 
 

Glare   Questionnaires (DeBoer scale)  Light level measurements (Thres
Occular stress level Occular stress monitor (convert stres

Small target visibility Required data  luminance of the targets   luminance of the immediate bac adaptation level of the adjacent s disability glare  
Relative visual performance Required data  size of the target  luminance of the background surr luminance contrast between the ta age of the observer 

Table 5: Summary table of indirect indicators  
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 Case study – LED test sites Vienna 7

The case study shows how a speed indicator can be used to evaluate behavioural changes 

due to LED lamps. Results from the literature overview and several studies presented in 

this thesis show that increased visibility increases on the one hand the traffic safety 

situation but on the other hand also the selected speed caused by risk adaptation. Another 

factor why speed can increase might be the broader spectral distribution of LED lamps. 

The higher content in the area of blue wavelengths increases the peripheral visual 

performance. Therefore the hypothesis is posed that “Due to increased visibility of LED 

light (brighter and better spectral distribution) a higher selected speed can be expected.” 
 

7.1 Description of test site locations 

LED has been experiencing a big hype over the last years and is a fast developing 

technology with a lot of new and improved products released nearly every day. This is one 

of the biggest issues for road authorities and lighting engineers. The fast evolving market 

does not allow reliable long term evaluations to test whether the products hold what the 

manufacturers promise. Therefore a lot of controversial opinions about implementing these 

lamps are held by experts. As the state-of-the-art overview shows, most implementations 

have an experimental character as they have the goal to see how these products develop 

in long term operations. Therefore Vienna is still testing LED lamps instead of retrofit big 

amounts and risk bad choices. The biggest test sites in Vienna are located on a main road, 

called Triester Straße, in the southern part of Vienna in an area with a high proportion of 

office buildings with three respectively two lanes in each direction.  

 

 

Figure 18: Test site location in Vienna (City of Vienna, 2013) 

Many years ago, before the near city motorway was built, it was one of the most important 

connections to the southern country side and reached, as federal highway, the borders of 
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Italy in the South of Austria. Today it is still a major road with a high traffic flow. On both 

sites new LED lamps were installed in June 2011 to examine their long term behaviour 

during operation hours. The municipal department number 39 (Research Centre, Laborato-

ry and Certification Services) conducted light level measurements in May 2011 before and 

in August 2011 after the installation as well as in June 2013 to evaluate the illumination 

characteristics. Further annual light level measurements will be conducted over the next 

years.  

 

7.1.1 Test site 1 

Test site number 1 reaches from Wienerbergstrasse in the North to Hertha-Firnberg-

Strasse in the South. The surroundings are shown in Figure 19. In total 18 LED lamps 

were replaced (9 in each direction) on the 340m road section. There are three lanes in 

each direction whereas at the into city direction an additional parking lane exists. The 

speed limit at this road section is 70km/h at the into town direction. The first 55m at the out 

of town direction have a 50km/h speed limit. This limit changes to 70km/h directly at the 

beginning of a small byroad. The surface declines with around 3.5% into out of town 

direction. 

 

 

Figure 19: Location and surroundings of test site 1 

The intersection Wienerbergstraße#Triesterstraße and Hertha-Firnberg-

Straße#Triesterstraße is controlled by traffic lights. The intersection Hertha-Firnberg-

Straße connects industrial areas. Therefore the traffic volume is low during night hours. 

The intersection Wienerbergstraße#Triesterstraße provides a connection to Raxstraße, 

which leads to a highway intersection. The minor roads are also during night highly 

City Center 
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frequented. On Triester Straße two additional turning lanes are added in front of the 

intersections. The directions are separated with a green centre strip where trees are 

located. In addition there are also trees along the roadside.  

The most commonly used lamp type in Vienna is the high pressure sodium lamp with its 

typical yellow light (see Figure 20). The old luminaires were installed in 1989 and were 

manufactured by Austria Email (AE). OSRAM Vialox 4y HPS lamps were used with a 

power of 150W and were renewed at the beginning of 2011. The new installed LED 

luminaires at the test site 1 are from Philips BGP323/GRN 139-1S. In total 133 small LED 

elements on the luminaire produce around 140W and have a colour temperature of 4000K.  

Figure 20 shows the differences in construction and visual performance between the old 

and the new luminaires. Compared to the typical HPS yellowish light the brighter white 

LED light creates a higher and sharper contrast.  

 

 

Figure 20: Left- old AE luminaire and HPS lamp from OSRAM  Right- new Philips BGB323 LED 

According to the light level measurements of MA39 (see Table 6) the new LED lamps have 

a better mean illuminace. However the more important indicator, the uniformity, shows low 

values for both lamp types. This means that the road section has a bad visual performance 

which is mainly caused by shadows from the trees along the roadside. Especially in 

periods of the year when trees are covered with leafs, the amount of light which reaches 

the road surface decreases strongly.  
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Table 6: Comparison of light level measurement at test site 1 

parameter 
May 2011 

(before) 

August 2011  

(after #1) 

June 2013 

(after #2) 

Mean illuminance [lx] 9.7 12.1 12.0 

Minimum illuminance [lx] 0.5 0.5 0.8 

Uniformity 0.05 0.04 0.07 

Mean luminance [cd/m²] 0.64 0.61 0.69 

Uniformity 0.153 0.122 0.16 

 

Despite the fact that the mean illuminance of the new LED lamps is better than before, the 

value of light which reaches the eye (mean luminance) is nearly equal to the one of the old 

lamps. One reason could be again the shadow of the trees. 

 

7.1.2 Test site 2 

Test site number 2 is located between Partlgasse in the North and Godowskygasse in the 

South (Figure 21). In each direction two lanes and one additional parking lane are 

available. Both directions are separated by two solid lines. The total length between these 

two roads also accounts for 340 meters. Partlgasse is managed as a one way direction 

starting from Triester Straße. The intersection Rossakgasse#Triester Straße is controlled 

by a traffic light. Rossakgasse is also a one way street starting at Triester Straße and it is 

only possible to enter it from the outbound lane of Triester Straße. The traffic light is only 

triggered by pedestrians and no left turning manoeuvres are allowed in both directions due 

to the solid lines. Godowskygasse has no one way restriction but to enter Triester Straße 

vehicles are only allowed to turn into the city direction. The speed limit in this area is 

50km/h.  

 

Figure 21: Location and surroundings of test site 2 

City Center 
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Old luminaires of AE with OSRAM Vialox 4y HPS lamps were implemented in 1993 and 

had been used until 2011. At the beginning of 2011 the HPS lamps were also renewed in 

this street to compare the newest products. To have various types of LED lamps tested, a 

different lamp manufacturer was chosen: Swarco with Futurlux 6-Module. The colour 

temperature of these lamps is 4100K and the power output is 80W (see Figure 22). In total 

20 LED luminaires were installed (10 in each direction) with a distance of 33m to each 

other.  

 

Figure 22: Left- old AE luminaire and HPS lamp from OSRAM  Right- new Swarco Futurlux 6-

Module 

From the results of the light level measurements (see Table 7) it can be seen that although 

the mean luminance level of the new LED lamps is lower, the uniformity level is a bit 

higher, which is more preferable.  

Table 7: Comparison of light level measurement at test site 2 

parameter 
May 2011 

(before) 

August 2011  

(after #1) 

June 2013  

(after #2) 

Mean illuminance [lx] - 20.4 19.8 

Minimum Illuminance [lx] - 10.3 8.8 

Uniformity - 0.5 0.44 

Mean luminance [cd/m²] 2.44 1.64 1.48 

Uniformity 0.62 0.78 0.69 
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By comparing the LED measurements from 2011 and 2013 it can be seen that after two 

years of operation a reduction of lighting performance occurred. Nearly all measured 

parameters decreased by around 15%. This is one big issue that many experts in this field 

are still observing critically. The result might be an indicator for weaknesses these lamps 

have in the long term operation. 

 

7.2 Data  

In Vienna in total 4600 taxis (WKO, 2012) are registered. The used FCD is collected by two 

taxi companies with a fleet of around 2500 vehicles. The collected data is stored and 

administered by the Austrian Institute of Technology (AIT). The main reason for AIT to 

collect FCD is to predict the actual traffic flow and provide traffic information services. For 

the traffic prediction model a lot of historical data is needed. Therefore these datasets are 

stored for many years. The anonymous status messages from FCD are matched on the 

GIS map of Vienna and with the help of routing algorithms a travel speed can be calculat-

ed. The GIS map divides the road network of Vienna into separated links with their own 

parameters and identification numbers. Therefore every link in the road network has its 

speed distribution stored in the database and can be accessed by the ID. The road section 

of test site 1 contains three links with the ID numbers 23278929, 23278928, 23136744. 

Test site 2 has two links with the ID numbers 23016635 and 23235463 (see Figure 23). In 

order to separate the directions of these links a 0 for out of town and a 1 for into town are 

used as an additional entry in the database.  
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Figure 23: Link IDs at test sites left: site 1 right: site 2 (ITS Vienna Region)  

To analyse the speed distribution of these two test sites the data was extracted from the 

database. Since the LED lamps were installed in June 2011 data from the years 2011 and 

2012 were required to compare the selected mean speeds before and after the installation. 

The dataset is divided into three periods  

 #1 BEFORE the installation January- Mai 2011  

 #2 AFTER the installation July-December 2011 

 #3 ADAPTION period January- Mai 2012 

Each of these three datasets was received as .csv file with around 10MB. All files 

contained four parameters: 

 timestamp: time of status message with date and exact time 

 road_id: eight digits identification of GIS link 

 lane_id: direction indicator (0 out of town, 1 into town) 

 speed: calculated speed value. 

In total 724.250 speed entries were stored in the database on the corresponding links (see 

Table 8).  
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(8) 

Table 8: Data sample size of each period 

link ID Sample size 

#1 #2 #3 

23278929 57.829 84.107 68.400 

23278928 52.262 75.834 59.694 

23136744 49.039 69.845 56.242 

23016635 24.017 33.959 26.039 

23235463 19.133 26.905 20.945 

 

Due to the big sample size it was tried to minimize influencing factors like construction 

sites, weather conditions or seasonal differences. The further step was to calculate and 

compare the speed density distributions of the before and after periods in Matlab. 

 

7.3 Data analyses  

At first the received .csv file of each time period was imported to Matlab and divided 

according to the link ID and direction. Since speed distributions are close to normal 

distributions the speed data of each link and direction was tested if it was normal distribut-

ed. This would bring the opportunity to use easer statistical analysis tools in Matlab to 

compare if two distributions are equal. Therefore a chi² goodness of fit test was performed 

to test the null hypothesis which says that the speed data is normally distributed. Except of 

one speed distribution all showed negative results. This means it was not possible to use 

for example a two sample t-test, which requires normal distributed samples. Therefore one 

of the non-parametric statistical tests had to be used. One of the most accurate non-

parametric statistical tests is the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test. A two-sample Kolmogorov-

Smirnov hypothesis test was performed to determine if two independent random datasets 

(e.g. F1(x) and F2(x)) differ significantly or are drawn from the same underlying distribution. 

It quantifies the maximum vertical distance dmax (Equation (8) between the empirical 

cumulative distribution functions of both datasets.  

              岫 岻     岫 岻  
 

According to the predefined significance level (typically 1, 5 or 10%) and the sample size of 

the compared datasets a critical distance is computed. When smaller sample sizes are 

used this value is calculated by default in a table. Bigger samples need an extra calculation 

of the critical value dα as shown in (9), whereas c(α) depicts a coefficient depending on the 

significance level.      岫 岻√           

If dmax exceeds dα the null hypothesis can be rejected at the significance level α (Pearson 

and Hartley, 1972). For the case study the Matlab function kstest2 was used. It automati-

(9) 
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cally calculates the critical values and shows the result 1 if the test rejects the null 

hypothesis and 0 if the two distributions are equal. For the case study the significance level 

α 5% was used. The graphical interpretation of the distribution was made by a relative 

frequency histogram, divided into one km/h intervals. Furthermore mean values and the 85 

percentile values (speed which is not exceeded by 85% of the measured vehicles, v85) 

were compared. In combination with the probability value p of the kstest2 it can be 

quantified if the measured speed differences in mean speed and v85 are significant. That 

means that the lower the value of p the higher the possibility that the distribution has 

changed.  

The main focus was put on the longest link which also had the highest sample size. At test 

site 1 link number 23278929 was chosen. Since it is in the middle the influences from 

traffic lights are not as high as on the ends of the road edge. For test site 2 link number 

23016635 was analysed. Furthermore due to the FCD interval of 30 seconds and the map 

matching and routing process vehicles which passed all links have the same speed values 

in all links. Therefore links which are next to each other on one road edge, where no 

intersection and leaving links exist, cause only small data differences. 

 

7.3.1 Night speed distribution  

The .csv files contained all measured speed data from the taxis during the whole day. To 

get the speed data just in hours of darkness all datasets between 9:00pm and 5:00am 

were extracted. This time period was derived according to the latest sunrise and sunset 

times in May and August in Vienna. Therefore it can be assured that the used speed data 

was measured during hours of darkness over all periods. Table 9 shows the results of test 

site 1.  

Table 9: Night speed values between 9pm-5am at test site 1 (link 23278929) 

Direction 
0 (out of town) 
1 (into town) 

Period 
#1 (Jan-May 2011) 
#2 (July-Dec 2011) 
#3 (Jan-May 2012) 

v85 

[km/h] 
Diff. v85 to 
period #1 
[km/h] 

Mean 
[km/h] 

Diff. mean 
speed to 
period #1 
[km/h] 

P (KS 
Test) 

0 #1 62.30  45.03   

#2 62.71 0.41 45.52 0.49 0.003 

#3 62.29 -0.01 44.94 -0.09 0.007 

1 #1 63.15  48.02   

#2 63.62 0.47 47.10 -0.92 <0.001 

#3 62.78 -0.37 46.26 -1.76 <0.001 

 

In direction 0 an increase of 0.49km/h in mean speed and nearly the same in v85 speed is 

noticeable. This corresponds to the hypothesis of the study that drivers increase their 

selected speed due to LED lighting. Whereas half a year later the effect of the new lighting 

conditions equalizes. Contrary to direction 0, direction 1 shows a decrease of -0.92km/h in 

period #2 after installation and an even higher drop of -1.76km/h in period #3. These 
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contrary results could descend from the influence of tree shadows and the resulting bad 

uniformity as well as the inclination in this direction of the road. Also the v85differences 

change differently. Whereas in period #2 the v85 values were 0.47 higher, in period #3 -

0.37km/h less speed was measured.  

 

 

Figure 24: Night speed distribution between 9pm-5am at test site 1 

In Figure 24 selected speed distributions from the comparison of period #1 and #3 in 

direction 0 and period #1 and #2 in direction 1 are presented (further distributions are 

shown in Appendix A). The different shape of the speed distribution in direction 0 can be 

explained by the change in speed limit from 50km/h to 70km/h at the beginning of the link. 

Therefore two peaks and a broader distribution can be noticed. Whereas some of the 

drivers accelerate immediately after the sign others are still driving at lower speed.  

Although all results are in the 5% significant interval the validity of the differences is 

ambiguous due to the unfavourable test site characteristics.  

 

An overview of speed differences at test site 2 is presented in Table 10. Due to more 

promising test site characteristics more reliable results were expected.  

Table 10: Night speed values between 9pm-5am at test site 2 (link 23016635) 

Direction 
0 (out of town) 
1 (into town) 

Period 
#1 (Jan-May 2011) 
#2 (July-Dec 2011) 
#3 (Jan-May 2012) 

v85 
[km/h] 

Diff. v85 
to period 
#1 [km/h] 

Mean 
[km/h] 

Diff. mean 
speed to 
period #1 
[km/h] 

P (KS 
Test) 

0 #1 62.57  47.73   

#2 62.69 0.12 47.77 0.04 0.686 

#3 61.32 -1.25 46.47 -1.26 <0.001 

1 #1 61.39  45.86   

#2 60.54 -0.85 46.04 0.18 0.323 

#3 60.48 -0.91 45.87 0.01 0.444 
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The results show nearly no significant changes in mean speed except in period #3 in 

direction 0. An over 1km/h lower speed was measured. No explanation can be found why 

just one direction experiences such a high drop in mean speed. Traffic volume measure-

ments from ITS Vienna Region in the period 2011 and 2012 showed no changes in counts. 

Also no road construction sites at this road section were found. Additionally the traffic light 

just triggers if pedestrians want to cross, which means there are no big changes in traffic 

light control possible.  

 

Figure 25: Night speed distribution between 9pm-5am at test site 2 

Figure 25 shows the normal shape of speed distribution at night at test site 2. Another 

interesting result is that although the mean speed is nearly the same in direction 1 after the 

installation, the v85 values decrease in both periods by about 0.9km/h. It can be said that 

people here tend to drive slower with LED lighting.  

 

7.3.2 Filtered night speed distribution  

Traffic lights and minor roads influence the speed distribution when vehicles have to slow 

down and accelerate. Therefore a lot of lower speed values are included. Since the main 

emphasis of the case study is on selected travel speed, the data is filtered and speed 

values below 40km/h are cut off. This should correct the speed data and it should be 

possible to have a closer look at the selected speed of the drivers. Since not all speed 

measurements are included in the dataset no v85 values can be derived.  
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Table 11: Day speed values between 8am-4pm without 0-40km/h at test site 1 (link 23278929) 

Direction 
0 (out of town) 
1 (into town) 

Period 
#1 (Jan-May 2011) 
#2 (July-Dec 2011) 
#3 (Jan-May 2012) 

Mean [km/h] Diff. mean speed 
to period #1 
[km/h] 

P (KS Test) 

0 #1 55.13   

#2 55.52 0.39 <0.001 

#3 55.48 0.35 <0.001 

1 #1 55.40   

#2 55.88 0.48 0.00014 

#3 55.39 -0.01 0.12592 

 

In theory the results of test site 1 would satisfy the hypothesis of the case study as shown 

in Table 11. Nearly all after periods show an increased mean speed of between 0.3 and 

0.5km/h and can be classified as significant relevant. The sole exception is direction 1 in 

period #3 where no changes can be found. Whereas a critical examination shows that due 

to the adverse test site and light characteristic direct effect of the new LED lamps cannot 

be guaranteed.  

 

 

Figure 26: Night speed distribution between 9pm-5am without 0-40km/h at test site 1 

Figure 26 shows the relative frequency histograms of the speed distribution at test site 1. In 

this illustration it can be seen that the speed limit change interferes with the speed 

distribution.  

Opposite results can be seen at test site 2. Nearly all mean values show minimal changes 

between 0.05 and -0.2km/h which are not significantly relevant. These results are shown in 

Table 12. 
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Table 12: Day speed values between 8am-4pm without 0-40km/h at test site 2 (link 23016635) 

Direction 
0 (out of town) 
1 (into town) 

Period 
#1 (Jan-May 2011) 
#2 (July-Dec 2011) 
#3 (Jan-May 2012) 

Mean [km/h] Diff. mean speed 
to period #1 
[km/h] 

P (KS Test) 

0 
 

#1 55.51   

#2 55.56 0.05 0.412 

#3 54.83 -0.68 <0.001 

1 #1 54.48   

#2 54.29 -0.19 0.212 

#3 54.28 -0.20 0.172 

 

Direction 0 in period #3 corresponds to the results with all speed values during hours of 

darkness included. A reduction of -0.68km/h compared to the same period in the previous 

year was noticed.  

 

 

Figure 27: Night speed distribution between 9pm-5am with cut off 0-40km/h at test site 1 

In Figure 27 selected speed distributions from the comparison of period #1 with #3 in 

direction 0 and period #1 with #2 in direction 1 of test site 1 are presented.  

 

7.3.3 Day speed distribution  

To see if there are any big changes in daytime behaviour also the speed distribution 

between 8am and 4pm was analysed. This time period was also derived from the sunset 

and sunrise time from end of December, respectively beginning of January were it must be 

for sure bright daylight. The results should be treated with caution due to the high amount 

of traffic on the Triester Straße with around 1500 veh/h (vehicles per hour) per direction 

during the day at test site 1 and around 700veh/h at test site 2. Especially the traffic lights 

at test site 1 have a big influence on the travel speed. Since the traffic light at test site 2 is 

solely for pedestrians it should not affect the results extremely. Nevertheless due to the 
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high sample size short term changes should have marginal influences on the results and 

can give some hints if there are unusual changes.  

Table 13: Day speed values between 8am-4pm at test site 1 (link 23278929) 

 

Table 13 shows the speed values at test site1. In direction 0 highly changing mean speeds 

of up to 3.5km/h are measured. The v85 values show even higher reductions of up to 5.2 

km/h. According to the high amount of traffic and intersection sizes, changing speed values 

could be expected. In direction 1 only minor mean speed reductions are noticed. Again 

controversial changes in v85 speeds are recognized. In period #2 v85 increased by 0.3km/h 

and in period #3 by 1.6km/h.  

Table 14: Day speed values between 8am-4pm at test site 2 (link 23016635) 

Direction 
0 (out of town) 
1 (into town) 

Period 
#1 (Jan-May 2011) 
#2 (July-Dec 2011) 
#3 (Jan-May 2012) 

v85 
[km/h] 

Diff. v85 
to period 
#1 [km/h] 

Mean 
[km/h] 

Diff. mean 
speed to 
period #1 
[km/h] 

P (KS 
Test) 

0 #1 54.02  38.35   

#2 54.47 0.45 39.08 0.73 0.047 

#3 53.86 -0.16 39.00 0.65 0.077 

1 #1 52.02  37.38   

#2 52.81 0.79 37.75 0.37 0.129 

#3 52.32 0.30 38.01 0.63 0.066 

 

Results from test site 2 (see Table 14) show that the mean speed during the day increased 

between 0.3 and 0.8km/h with nearly significant values in most cases. If this could also be 

applied during hours of darkness it would mean that the reduction of mean speed would be 

even higher.  

 

7.4 Discussion 

The analysis of the speed data shows controversial results. Out of the overall 16 speed 

comparisons within the study, half of the results are significant. Out of these significant 

Direction 
0 (out of town) 
1 (into town) 

Period 
#1 (Jan-May 2011) 
#2 (July-Dec 2011) 
#3 (Jan-May 2012) 

v85 
[km/h] 

Diff. v85 
to period 
#1 [km/h] 

Mean 
[km/h] 

Diff. mean 
speed to 
period #1 
[km/h] 

P (KS 
Test) 

0 
 
 

#1 54.91  35.45   

#2 51.78 -3.13 34.39 -1.06 0.003 

#3 49.73 -5.18 31.94 -3.51 0.007 

1 
 
 

#1 34.34  52.94   

#2 34.65 0.31 52.57 -0.37 <0.001 

#3 35.94 1.60 52.78 -0.16 <0.001 
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results one half shows a reduction in mean speed while the other half shows an increase. 

A simple mean value calculation of all significant results at both test sites shows no 

changes in period #2 while in period #3 a reduction by 1km/h is noticed. Therefore it can 

be said that the hypothesis of the case study, which says that drivers chose a higher travel 

speed under LED light conditions, is rejected. Moreover the opposite effect is noticed 

which means that drivers chose a lower travel speed.  

Some of the results followed unexpected behaviours. When comparing v85 speed and 

mean speed with each other it is interesting to see that sometimes both values change in 

opposite directions. Another unusual occurrence are the sudden drops in speed in just one 

direction of a test site although no changes in traffic volume is noticed and also other 

influencing factors such as construction sites or changes in traffic light programs took 

place. Also interesting to see is that although the speed limits at the test sites where 

50km/h respectively 70km/h, no big differences in mean speed and v85 were noticed. 

 

In the following some other influencing factors are discussed  

For the city of Vienna the main purpose for installation of these test sites was to test long 

term development of LED lamps for future installations. Therefore these test sites were not 

designed to make any in depth behavioural analyses of drivers and a lot of influencing 

factors were not considered in the selection of locations. Test site 1 is enclosed with 

signalized intersections which also have during night high traffic volumes. Therefore a lot of 

lower speeds are measured. Since vehicles have different acceleration values, drivers 

need some time to reach the desired travel speed. Furthermore it can be assumed that a 

lot of taxis will use these minor roads and due to turning manoeuvres they need even more 

time for the acceleration process. Also green waves of the traffic lights have to be 

considered. At site 1 a balanced traffic light program is installed due to equal traffic 

volumes in both directions in the morning and evening. Therefore no clear green wave 

concept can be noticed. Another highly influencing location characteristic at test site 1 is 

the amount of trees located on the centre strip and on the roadsides. The shadow results in 

low uniformity values and decreases the visual performance. Especially due to the brighter 

light of the LED lamps in combination with the tree shadows, higher and sharper contrast 

differences occur on the street, which additionally reduce the visual perception of the driver 

and influence the desired speed. Also the road inclination at test site 1 can affect the 

acceleration behaviour of the driver. With a negative incline the vehicle accelerates faster 

and the chance to choose a faster travel speed is higher. In the other direction it needs 

more time to reach the travel speed due to the positive incline. Therefore these biased data 

are not favourable for comparisons of speed values at different road sections.  

Both test sites have a length of 340m. This means with 70km/h of speed a vehicle needs 

around 18 seconds and with 50km/h 25 seconds to pass one of these road sections. 

Therefore a change in light condition from LED to usual street lighting and back can be too 

short that all components which are responsible for driving, visual perception and physical 

movements, change behaviour. Also the reactions of a vehicle depending on acceleration 
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or deceleration need a certain time period. This combination of different factors has 

influence on the driving behaviour and the test results. Furthermore although the speed 

limit at link 23278929 at test site 1 in direction 0 changes from 50km/h before to 70km/h a 

lot of drivers keep the 50km/h. Therefore a different speed distribution is noticed on this 

link.  

FCD can only be collected from vehicles with OBUs and a connection to a fleet manage-

ment centre. This applies most of the time to HGVs, buses or taxis. Since the data is used 

to have an image of the actual traffic situation and predict short trends in most cases taxis 

are used. For in depth or behaviour analyses such data does not always allow to draw 

conclusions on ordinary drivers. Taxi drivers are “professional” drivers and spend every 

day hours on the streets. Therefore they are used to certain situations and can show 

different reactions than not well trained drivers. Another issue of Vienna’s FCD is the 30 

seconds interval of status messages which however is not always the case since most of 

the time OBUs send whenever they have time. Therefore the interval can vary from 20 to 

40 seconds. This function principle reduces the accuracy. Additionally GPS errors make it 

difficult to conduct in depth analyses. Routing and matching processes have to be done in 

order to calculate the mean speed between two status messages. With the GIS maps the 

most probable route of the taxi is found and the corresponding travel speed calculated. If 

several links are occupied on this route repeating speed values can be found in the 

database. Although the new XFCD standard uses a shorter interval and can transmit more 

vehicle information most of the taxis are still equipped with the old system. 

Road constructions can have big influence on the traffic flow and travel speed. Also far 

away sites often have a large sphere of influence due to detours of artery roads. Neverthe-

less case studies at night-time hours can have the advantage that the effects of 

construction sites are reduced to a minimum. Especially with the main goal of analysing 

speed behaviour low traffic figures at night should not affect the travel speed as long as it 

is not directly on the analysed road. Furthermore a high sample size can minimize the 

influence of short time construction sites.  

To analyse changes in speed caused by different road lighting characteristics a small scale 

experimental study design should be used. Especially a data collection method is needed 

which enables to collect a continuous speed profile of drivers over an experimental road 

segment. The length of the investigated road section of 340m was too short to see 

significant behavioural changes. Due to the short exposure of changed driving environment 

and conditions it was not possible for the interaction of human and machine to adapt to it. 

Therefore a longer experiment road section of a few kilometres with longer exposure time 

and reduced influencing factors is needed to detect changes.  
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 Conclusion  8

The thesis shows that during hours of darkness driving itself and the traffic safety situation 

on roads are influenced by the provided luminance of road lighting. Depending on the 

amount and the characteristics of light, different visual conditions obtain. Several studies 

were presented which show that providing road lighting has a positive effect on traffic 

safety. Whereas reducing the amount of road lighting without taking into account the 

impacts on road users can have negative effects on traffic safety. It could be observed that 

the presented studies use different approaches and have different aims when conducting 

analyses of road lighting. Also the availability of data influences how such studies are 

designed. It could be noticed that more cross-sectional studies were conducted due to the 

easier methodical structure and the availability of data, compared to before-after analyses. 

The most common used indicator to evaluate traffic safety is crash numbers. The main 

advantage of this indicator is the simple data collection acquisition due to police and 

hospital databases. However different definitions and approaches of guidelines or 

regulations among countries limit the international comparability. Furthermore the random 

characteristic of crashes needs specific consideration and is difficult to treat. Especially the 

lack of ability to analyse changes in behaviour limits the possibility to use crash numbers in 

in-depth analyses. Therefore indirect indicators can show more significant results in terms 

of driving behaviour. As the name “indirect” implies, the relationship between the indicators 
and traffic safety is more complex and needs special attention. Whereas technological 

progress in data acquisition increases the granularity and the amount of data, the 

circumstances of test settings on the road should be considered thoroughly. Another issue 

when analysing behavioural changes is the separation of “normal” behaviour from 
behaviour in safety critical situations. This fine difference of false detections is not easy to 

handle.  

 

The main issues with data acquisition methods for indirect indicators are the individual and 

complex characteristics and the higher effort to analyse the data. FCD is an exception in 

this area of indirect indicator acquisition as a systematic collection is already available in a 

lot of cities. This data is mostly used for traffic information services which are based on 

FCD data. However the case study of the two LED test sites in Vienna showed disad-

vantages when using FCD for in-depth analyses of driving behaviour. The influence of 

professional drivers and the lack of detail in the old communication standard restrict the 

significance of the results. The before-after analysis in Vienna showed results contrary to 

the hypothesis of an increase in chosen speed. Moreover an opposite trend was noticed, 

either no changes at all or an average reduction of 1km/h could be measured at the LED 

test sites. Since the test sites were solely installed to test the performance of LED lamps, 

road characteristics and other factors which influence driving behaviour were not consid-

ered in the location decision process.  
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 Future research 9

The need for further research within road lighting and traffic safety is related to the lack of 

essential knowledge about an optimal use of road lighting as a safety measure. While new 

road lighting technologies offer a wide range of unique potential benefits (mainly in terms of 

energy savings), it is necessary to evaluate the safety impact on road users. One of the 

most important questions regarding the effect of road lighting on driving behaviour remains: 

How does the effect vary with varying light conditions? Therefore further research 

concerning the presented indirect indicators is needed in order to close gaps in our 

knowledge of varying light conditions from new lighting systems.  

 

A trend which should be considered, when reducing the amount of light or changing the 

light characteristics on roads, is the growing group of older drivers. It is well known that 

older drivers have difficulties in night-time vision. Therefore research is needed to study 

how road lighting can ensure mobility and safety for older drivers. 

 

A very interesting comparison would be how the changes of driving behaviour differ from 

country to country. Due to the difference in driving style among nationalities also the 

reaction might be different. This analysis could be an issue for the international road 

lighting community when planning comparable case studies.  

 

One of the most concerning issues found in the literature are the environmental effects of 

light sources with a higher amount of blue content (especially in white light). Although the 

visual performance in peripheral vision increases, the influences on dark sky glow, lifecycle 

of animals and on the human body are questionable. This opens an interesting research 

field since lamp technologies which produce white light are used more often. These 

concerns should be analysed carefully.  
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APPENDIX A – Maps of test site locations 

As built plan of test site 1 with detailed lamp positioning (Source: Municipal Department 

number 33 – public lighting) 
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As built plan of test site 2 with detailed lamp positioning ((Source: Municipal Department 

number 33 – public lighting) 
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APPENDIX B – Figures of case study speed distributions  

a) Night speed distribution (9pm-5am) from all links  
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b) Night speed distribution (9pm-5am) without 0-40km/h 
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